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THE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL BORDER PA-
TROL AT THE NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN 
BORDERS 

TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 1999 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON IMMIGRATION, 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, DC. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:30 p.m., in room 
SD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Spencer Abraham 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Also present: Senators_Grassley, Kyl, and Schumer. 
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. SPENCER ABRAHAM, A U.S. 

SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MICIDGAN 
Senator ABRAHAM. We will begin the hearing, and I welcome you 

all to this hearing on the U.S. Border Patrol and the need for addi-
tional personnel. 

I apologize for our arrival time here. Senator Kyl and I were on 
the floor, as were most of the members of the Senate, to observe 
a moment of silence in tribute to and in remembrance of the stu-
dents and teacher who were killed in Littleton, CO last week. We 
appreciate everybody's patience with us today, and I would just like 
to begin with a brief opening statement. Senator Kyl has. a state-
ment, I believe, as weH, and if we are joined by other members, we 
will certainly provide them the opportunity to comment further. 

Welcome to today's Senate Immigration Subcommittee hearing 
on the need for additional border patrol at the northern and south-
ern borders. Illegal immigration and drug smuggling are serious 
problems in America. Our U.S. Border Patrol is the first line of de-
fense to deter illegal entry. The job it does is critical. 

In 1998, the Border Patrol made more than 1.5 million apprehen-
sions. It also made more than 6,600 drug seizures that year, in-
cluding 871,417 pounds of marijuana and 22,675 pounds of cocaine. 
Despite these efforts, according to the INS, there still are an esti-

, mated 250,000 or more new illegal immigrants in the United 
States each year. The majority come across our borders surrep-
titiously or otherwise. This is an intolerably high amount and I am 
committed, as I know this subcommittee is committed to provide 
the support required to bring it down. 

In border communitie&. and States like Arizona, Texas, and Cali-
fornia, the impact of illegal immigration is felt more severely than 
anywhere else in the United States. One manifestation of this im-

(1) 
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pact: people are entering the country illegally by .racing across pri-
vately-owned property, sometimes in large nutnbers. The property 
owners have been seeking help from the Federal Government to 
prevent this kind of trespassing, but to no avail. Like many other 
Americans, they want the Federal Government to do more to stop 
this illegal conduct, and they want that help as soon as possible. 

This committee has tried to help, but in my judgment at least, 
the Administration has not done its part. Despite a specific man-
date from this committee -this year, the President has failed to re-
quest funding for a single additional border patrol agent, and in my 
judgment that is wrong. . 

Three years ago, Senator Kyl took the lead, and I supported his 
efforts through an amendment to the 1996 Immigration Bill to in-
clude a provision that mandated a net increase of 1,000 new border 
patrol agents a year in each of the following fiscal years t~ough 
fiscal 2001. But in only one of those years, fiscal year 1999, did the 
President's budget even ask for the funds necessary to hire the re-
quired agents. 

In response to that request, this year's appropriations bill in-
cludes enough money for 1,000 new net hires. Unfortunately, I am 
advised, that the INS apparently will not be able to meet this ob-
jective, this 1,000 net new agent mark by .the end of the year. Fur-
thermore, to repeat, the President's ~udget for the upcoming year, 
fiscal year 2000, does not request funds for a single new border pa-
trol__agent. 

We will hear today from witnesses who will tell us what is hap-
pening on our southern border and the substantial problems people 
are confronting there every day. That is just one reason to increase 
the ·border patrol. The lack of adequate manpower is not a southern 
border problem alone. In Detroit, fewer than 20 border patrol 
agents in the Detroit sector are expected to be responsible for four 
large midwestern States: Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, ·an 
area covering hundreds of miles of border. This small number of 
border patrol agents also must assist INS investigators in respond-
ing to local law enforcement requests in these four States. In addi-
tion, overall there are fewer than 300 border patrol agents respon-
sible for the nearly 4,000-mile-long border the United States shares 
with Canada. 

I -appreciate that this year the INS has announced that, for the 
first time in a decade, it will add an additional seven agents in De-
troit as part of an increase of 22 agents at the northern border. It 
remains to be seen whether these agents will, in fact, materialize 
in light of the INS's difficulties in meeting the recruitment goals. 
However, even if they do, they will not even fully make up for the 
agents Detroit has lost over the last 10 years. 

In any event, the small number of new agents is just a start, and 
in my judgment, just a drop in the bucket. I do not see how we can 
possibly expect our border patrol agents, no matter how hard-
working they may be, to cover areas this immense with so little 
manpower. This is like having two referees for the entire National 
Football League or one ticket taker for the entire University of 
Michigan football stadium. 

Simply put, the time has come to add more border patrol agents. 
The time has also eome to allocate a significant net increase in the 
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number of agents on the northern border. Moreover, the additional 
agents at both borders must come with the additional vehicles and 
equipment essential for these agents to perform their vital func-

, tions. Attracting and retaining border patrol agents, particularly in 
a strong economy, is a challenge, and I understand that. The com-

1 mittee is interested in hearing more about the nature and the 
causes of difficulties with both. 

I have heard reports of attrition rates of border patrol agents 
that are very alarming. Particularly in law enforcement where men 

' and women are expected to confront dangerous situations, we do 
not want to lose officers just as they gain more experience and are 
at the peak of their performance. If that is where the problem lies, 
then it is time to solve it. 

So today I am calling on the INS and the Office of Personnel 
Management to work together to establish a new salary structure 
for border patrol agents that is more comparable with those of 
other law enforcement agencies at the Federal- level. There is 
ample support in Congress in providing the resources needed to 

1 hire more border patrol agents, and I have called this hearing 
' today to find out what else we can do. _ 

But even a very supportive Congress cannot force this approach 
, on an unwilling administration. We need cooperation and soh,_1tions. 
1 

With the President's cooperation, I am confident that we can re-
cruit, hire, and retain the border patrol agents necessary to provide 
a much stronger deterrent to illegal immigration and the importa-
tion of illegal drugs. 

. Finally, let me just say that this is the subcommittee's first hear-
. ing this session to address border patrol hiring issues. I know I 
speak for many of my colleagues when I say that unless Congress 
begins to receive better answers and an indication of more progress 
from the Administration on this front, I do not think it will be our 
last. In fact, I can guarantee it will not be our last. 

And I say all of this as a prelude to our first panel, and I want 
to make it very clear that I know I speak for the other members 
here that this subcommittee has great confidence in the men and 
women in the border patrol, from the top on down. The frustration 
we have is the problems continue to occur, as the incidents con-

, tinue to occur, and as the- constituent complaints continue to in-
crease; and as Congress continues to try to do what we believe are 

' the required steps for us to take to address the problem, it is ex-
1 traordinarily frustrating to feel that we are not making any 

progress. And so what we are trying to do today is to figure exactly 
why we cannot address this and what we need to do beyond what 

, has already happened in order to _do so. 
So• I hope we can have· a good start here today and find out from 

both of our panels exactly what the nature of the problems are that 
i we confront, as well as where we go from here, and certainly, as 

I said, this does not have to be by any means the last hearing on 
1 this topic if it does not prove to fully address or satisfy the con-

cerns that we have. 
And so with that said, let me turn-I see we have been joined 

also by Senator Grassley. So as the next ranking member, I will 
turn to you if you would like the make. an opening statement, and 
then we will go to Senator Kyl, who I know has a statement. 
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STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, A U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF IOWA 

Senator GRASSLEY. I do not have a formal opening statement, 
and my State obviously is not on the border, as anybody who 
knows American geography can tell you. But what the border pa-
trol does on the border affects who and what gets to my State, so 
I am interested in this hearing. 

And from that standpoint, I point out that methamphetamine is 
a growing epidemic in areas of the -midwest. Most of this drug is 
coming from Mexico, although too much of it is also produced in 
very dangerous homemade labs in the respective States. It has 
been a little difficult for us to get a handle on how and to what 
extent the cartels use illegal aliens to transport these drugs. I 
would like to get some idea from this hearing of how this process 
works, how the border patrol is involved in stopping it, and what 
if anything more needs to be done on our part to stop this illegal 
activity. 

And then I would point to the fact that I had a hearing in the 
International Drug Caucus, which I chair, regarding corruption on 
the border, and Commissioner Meissner was very re~ponsive in at-
tending that hearing. The Border Patrol numbers have doubled in 
the last 4 years, and there is a major problem that was brought 
out in our hearing, that many new agents have had to be absorbed 
and promoted in such a short time that there are many people in 
posts of authority who have relatively little experience; and she 
was speaking obviously about INS, but we have also had a lot with-
in the Border Patrol to absorb, and how is the agency dealing with 
this problem of lack of experience and training in supervisory posi-
tions. 

So those might be some things that can be addressed at this 
hearing. Thank you. 

Senator ABRAHAM. Thank you very much, Senator Grassley. 
Senator Kyl has been taking the lead on many of these issues for 

some time on the subcommittee and in the Senate in particular. As 
I indicated, I was the chief sponsor of the amendments which in-
cluded in the 1996 legislation to increase the Border Patrol, and so 
I know he has considerable interest in this hearing and has been 
a major reason why we are here today, because we have been talk-
ing about it, and he has certainly been urging this committee to 
focus on these issues. 

So I want the thank Senator Kyl for the leadership he has had 
on this and tum to him now for his statement. 

STATEMENT OF HON.-JON KYL, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE 
STATE OF ARIZONA 

Senator KYL. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I very much appreciate 
your willingness to hold this hearing to highlight the problems. I 
would like to ask unanimous consent that my statement be pre-
sented in the record, since I will deviate from that. 

Senator ABRAHAM. Without objection. 
Senator KYL. As well as a recent article from the Los Angeles 

Times about Douglas, AZ. It is entitled "Migrant Border Towns 
Feel the Squeeze", and it describes the situation in some detail; 
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and a member of our own state legislature, Gail Griffin, will be tes-
tifying more about that in a moment. 

Also, to quickly acknowledge what you said, our concern about 
what is happening on the border has nothing to do with the quality 
of our Border Patrol and the fine agents and the other officials that 
assist on the border. They do a tremendous job under very difficult 
circumstances, and I know that they all appreciate the fact that 
they have the support of the Congress. 

Let me quickly reiterate what you said, Mr. Chairman, about the 
amendment that you and I and Senator Feinstein sponsored that 
was added to the Immigration Bill of 1996 which called for-which 
mandates the addition of 1,000 agents for 5 years to try to build 
our strength up to the level that we need. President Clinton signed 
the bill and yet has requested the funding for the agents only once 
since the bill went into effect, and the current budget, as you point 
out, did not propose for any funding for increase either in Customs 
Service agents or Border Patrol agents. So it is going to be very dif-
ficult for us to find the funding in this year's bill to appropriate the 
money for the training of those agents. 

In a recent Appropriations Committee hearing, INS Commis-
sioner Doris Meissner confirmed that her original fiscal year 2000 
budget request did, in fact, include the funding for the 1,000 
agents, but the funding was rejected by the President's budgeting 
office. Our Nation's drug czar, Barry McCaffrey, has often stated 
the need for 20,000 agents nationwide. In Tucson, AZ, Sector Chief 
Ron Sanders, who will testify today that the Chiefs Association 
supports 20,000 agems nationwide, the same as Barry McCaffrey. 

A newly released study by the University of Texas Center for 
U.S.-Mexico Research said that 16,133 agents are needed on- the 
southwestern border to effectively curtail illegal immigration and 
drug smuggling. That is just on the southwestern border. Now we 
have currently about half that many. Board Patrol strength is ap-
proximately 8,000 agents, so we have a long way to g9. 

The situation with respect to the U.S. Border Patrol is that it is 
responsible for 93 percent of INS's illegal immigrant apprehen-
sions, and with respect to drugs coming into the United States in 
the 1998 fiscal year, the border patrol was responsible for 51 per-
cent of total marijuana seized on the border, 36 percent of cocaine 
seized, and 25 percent of methamphetamine. Incidently, last month 
28,000 pounds of marijuana was seized, a record, just one month, 
just in the Tucson sector alone. 

The State Department estimates that 60 percent of the cocaine 
entering the United States enters through the southwest border, 
and an estimated 16,000 lives are lost every year in the United 
States as a result of illegal drug use. 

Mr. Chairman, two of the witnesses today, Ron Sanders and Gail 
Griffin, are going to testify about conditions on the Arizona border, 
and my statement here contains some material relative to that, but 
let me just put it in fairly specific terms. Last month, in just the 
Tucson sector on the border in Arizona, 60,000 apprehensions. 
Now, that is 2,000 a day. Those are apprehensions. The rule of 
thumb is at least 2 or 3 times as many people cross without being 
apprehended. 
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Now, let us just stop and think about that for a moment. Here 
is one sector in one State on the border. Two thousand people every 
day are apprehended. Think about that. And maybe 2 or 3 times 
that many are not apprehended. This Los Angeles Times article 
notes that 1 day last month 600 illegal immigrants massed and 
started to cross the border all at once in broad daylight. Fortu-
nately, the border patrol agents were able to apprehend some and 
disperse the rest. 

But I do not think people in the Congress who are not ac-
quainted with border issues can fully .appreciate the assault on the 
community and on the families and on the schools and the ranches 
nearby that this kind of challenge presents. It is not being handled. 
It cannot be handled with the kind of manpower we see. 

As a result, what is happening? People are taking matters into 
their own hands. Ranchers are rounding up these suspected illegal 
aliens. Calls for putting the National Guard on the border are in-
creasing. All of this is not the way to handle the problem, obvi-
ously. We need to hire the agents, as you pointed out. 

I am very hopeful that this hearing will shed light here in Wash-
ington on the problems that the lack of protection for our borders 
has caused in our communities. Commissioner Meissner testified 
that now is not the time to beef up manpower on the border, that 
the INS needs to take a breather. Well, Mr. Chairman, when 2,000 
illegal aliens are apprehended every day in just one sector, and 
when 600 illegal aliens attempt to cross the border in mass in 
broad daylight, it is clear that no one at the border is taking a 
breather. The Federal Government cannot afford to take a breather 
either. 

Thank you very much for holding this hearing. 
[The prepared statements and article of Senators Kyl and Fein-

stein follow:] 
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JON KYL 

Mr. Chairman: I appreciate your holding this hearing today to focus on the need 
for additional Border Patrol resources on our nation's borders, and particularly in 
Arizona. I am particularly grateful that the subcommittee will devote some time to 
the situation currently facing the citizens of southern Arizona. Three years ago my 
proposal, cosponsored by Senators Abrahan.. and Feinstein, to add 1,000 new Border 
Patrol agents to our nation's ·borders each _year between 1997 and 2001 was unani-
mously accepted by the Senate Judiciary Committee and became part of the Immi-
gration Reform Act of 1996. President Clinton signed this landmark legislation into 
law, yet he has requested the full 1,000 agents only once since then, and his fiscal 
year 2000 budget does not propose any increase in Border Patrol ageµts. As a result, 
1t will be harder than ever to find the funding this year to help Congress comply 
with the law. 

The need for 1,000 agents in fiscal year 2000 has been established by the Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service. In a recent Appropriations Committee hearing, 
INS Commissioner Doris Meissner confirmed that her initial fiscal year 2000 budget 
request did include funding for 1,000 agents, but the funding was rejected, by the 
President's budgeting office. Our nation's drug czar, Barry McCaffrey, has often 
stated the need for 20,000 agents nationwide. Tucson, Arizona, Sector Chief Ron 
Sanders will testify today that the Chiefs Association supports 20,000 agents nation-
wide. A newly released study by the University of Texas Center for U.S.-Mexico Re-
search said that 16,133 agents are needed on the southwestern border to effectively 
curtail illegal immigration and drug smuggling. Current Border Patrol strength is 
approximately 8,000 agents. 

An increase in manpower at our borders is important for the entire nation, not 
just the southwestern states. The U.S. Border Patrol is responsible for fully 93 per-
cent of the INS' illegal immigrant apprehensions. 
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Regarding the importation of drugs into the United States, in fiscal year 1998, 
the Border Patrol was responsible for 51 percent of total marijuana seized on the 
border, 36 percent of the cocaine seized, and 25 percent of the methamphetamine 
seized. The State Department estimates that 60 percent of the cocaine entering the 
United States enters through the Southwest border, and an estimated 16,000 lives 
are lost every year in the U.S. as a result of illegal drug use. 

Increasing the Border Patrol is also critical to the state of Arizona. Our two Ari-
zona witnesses will provide testimony about Arizona's increasingly difficult border 
situation in Cochise County. Arizona Representative Gail Griffin will provide details 
about how failing to secure the border has harmed Arizona. This reminds me of the 
situation that erupted in Santa Cruz County, Arizona, in and around Nogales, di-
rectly south of Tucson, in late 1993. When that occurred, I wrote the U.S. Attorney 
General 10 times, and met with her, to detail the need for additional resources for 
the Tucson sector. After months of letters and meetings, the administration started 
to send additional resources to Nogales, where the bulk of the illegal crossings were 
taking place. And positive results were quickly felt. 

Our current situation in Arizona invokes Yogi Berra's "deja vu all over again"-
! first wrote Attorney General Reno way back in 1996 to let her know that the situ-
ation in Douglas, Arizona was going to become much like the Nogales situation. I 
also wrote Commissioner Meissner in early 1998 about conditions in Douglas, and 
to request additional resources, including funding for a new Border Patrol station 
and for an extension of the recently completed fence there. I never received a re-
sponse from the INS. Attached to my testimony· today is a recent_. l;lrticle from the 
Los Angeles Times that describes the situation in Douglas. 

Mr. Chairman, I am hopeful that this hearing will shed light here in Washington 
on the problems that a lack of :protection for our borders has caused in our border 
communities. Commissioner Meissner testified that now is not the time to beef up 
manpower on the border-that the INS "needs to take a breather." When 600 illegal 
aliens attempt to cross the border together in broad daylight, it is clear that no one 
at the border is taking a breather. The federal- government cannot afford to take 
a breather either. Thank you. 
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tbat,borderapriu,- · ltngedlrg debate. , tct- they refused to leave during 

•:·llnitinlzt.tor trackiaB tm• tawn.· · I the crarb' IIIGl1lirlS darlalea.. 

· -oid;~~-~.: aaytbe='~~-;l aau:o/~forumrei'.'~ 
'1-e .:been .placed In the the Nltlonal . tented c:alli for • mflltaJy pres-

N)'II ,by ·1trate,1c .border .• , la deitped. But - be- enee and-vented their fury at a 
tliat haft. made II- ·. ! Jequered local gcm,mment em- panel of fedenl and local oftldals 

• ' Croalap more dllllault In· . . clal, and 1111111)' ralden1I say IUeh 9lllllffl0ned by U.S. Rep. Jim 
~~I\J!lhUSaJil)i- altepwouldbctoadraaic. ,Xolbc(R•.t.rb,), 
fllO llld ,111 Pllo and, II with a . ID UII meantime, the lrtd 1anct- Bomnfalk said he awoke two. 
ll'alloon lq1leead at bc!th =il8. cape. brtatlea --'th temloll and da)'t earlier to find a group of In· 

• ·1mm1gru100 to the middle. frustrauon that eome fear eoald tnldml· trying to break Into his 
)'Ur, Illegal tmrni,rauon aplll over Into ~. Nearly car. "I! I 11111 threatened_ anymore 

ed 1n lmperiaJ County aa • l1t" two donn 'rancher• recently at IQY house." Intoned, "I 'will 
ot the Gaiekeeper signed a prcclamatloa wamtng defend D\Yll!lf " 

, the banrb deeert that "If the ,ovemment refuAI to • · 
· Nllllted In a epate of provide tJIII sccurl~. • then the . That kind of tilt unnerve9 

ow, with tlle recent addition 
ti 86 mllea to the west at 

es, Aris.. the flow is a:erotng 
an Dou,taa, a mare direct route 
· San Diego !or many from the 

lnteriw. U.S. offldalr A)' 

~r!.:~t~a 
barder aients have set back 

. • tor relnlorc:=menta. 
: tloug1aa Mayor Ray '.Borane haa 

the lltuatlon "uncontrol• 
and the city Is preparln, to 
U,S. govemm,u,t III a way 

i!f .:apomghtlnr lho disruption lo 
~life. 
)-::'Thie thing la on a Cl'ell<.-entltJ. 
It-'~ e,;calatlnf ev!l1y «tty." ~:,it\ 

only 11 to provide it foe IODle who fear the oaeet of a form 
oureetves." of frontier justtoc. 

One ranch owne,-, Roger Bar- "My lear II vigilantism. We 
nett, raade good on that wamlns can't tolerate that," said Isabel 
and prompted cries of VlgllaDtlam Garcia, an attorney with the Tue• 
earlier this month wl!ea. armed son-hued Arizona Border Rights 
with a pistol and wnrtns a cam- ProJect. "Wo think It's really " 
ouflage jaclcet and badge labeled fr]&htenln,-a dangerous-sltua-
~Ranch .Patrol," he and two tlon on the border." 
brothen rounded up 27 unml- The crisis has brought fr~sh 
grants on hill spraw!ln, property heartache-and unwelcomo llttcn· 
and held them until Border Patrol tlon-to a sun-faded town ,;t!lJ 
agent, arrived. The Immigrants struutJng to rec:1;1perate from the 
were returned to Mexico but shutdown l 2 ye.irsago ofa COf>PCT 
authol'llle1 rePorLOdlY are Invent- smelter Lhal waa lu economlc Ufp• 
,r.itlng Barnett's actlons. blood. And some sec In the cur-

Barnetl, who calls the 1nnux or reni lmmlirutlon debiilo a crucial 
undocumented lmm1i!lr11nu: an "In- trial for Duug1u, a prcdotnlnanlly 
v,u>ion;· &aid h~ l\o?Ver dr.-,· hlB I .1Uno town who~,• door has 111· 
plS1.ol und mrrl'ly \l:tt pre>l<'Cling wnyR boon nun,: w;,1,, open 10 r,..;-
his 2.2.000-at•n· 111n,·h ~11.oin~, trca- dent~ of Its M~x,~an sistc.-, Ax••• 
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Prleta. Dau,lu .atone such uj . 
W'al•M.ut and~; close to . 
the border crosslJll', would go. ' · 
belly-up not for" the Mexican ,1 .. 

. ~~town who -~· · iepiiy I 

authoritiea, but· they ~aied un•· · 
aure where they~ aactly, :AI-.: 

. fon,o Osuna Wai w:l_th .about. a . 
dor.en others, loat and thirsty, 
who had. walked QJ1 day and the 

... , ptfl'lious night after being aban-.: 1Nl0p, ' 

"It'1 almott like a piece of your 
bc:!dY'a cut off. There Isn't that 
freedom anymore. There's a de-
gl'(!8 of IU8pielon. There's some 
fear,~ aid Father Robert E. 
Camey Jr., a Catholic prfelt who 
ha. crtt1c1Nd recent attempts to 
Ugbten the border around Dou,- . 
las through such measures u a 
new 12-foot·hfgh lnt.emaUonal 
fence downtown where the cltlea 
meet. 

Thi arl8lt ham't been limited 
toDoualu. 

. Officials In .Agua Prieta have 
watched the transltnt populaUon 
there aoar amid violence Unklld to 
feudlne lfflm!lnnt· mnQfflera. A 
munldpal police officer wa11 Jtllled I 
recent17 after breaJdns up one· 
such ehowdown. Mayor. Vlcclte 
Taran Uribe that the 

· "floating population" of mip'ants 
arrlvtn, from aoutbem Mexico or 
repatriated after thefr arrest by 
U.S. border agents total11 up to· 

100.000 people per mon.th-nearty 
equal to the dty'1 permanent 
populaUon of 120,000. The clt::, 
helpa buy bus tlcltetl for dllcour-
a.pd ml~ beadlrig home but. 
fundl are limited. 

The" impact of the recent flood 
of newcomers v!alble ln im eco-
nomic boomlet that has occurred 
In the blocks nearest the border 
crossil'II In downtown Agua Pri-
m. More than a dozen new res-
taurants and four hotela 
pop~ up to accommodate the 
busloade of arrivals, and .9<1me re-
11ident11 are cuhlna in by convert-
Ing spare room and office! into 
guest quarters. 

But, Teran noLoa eomew~L 
sourly, ll 1& a boom owing more to 
U.S. government border-enforce-
ment strategy than city leaders' 
wl~hea. "It's tho Amcr!Cllns 11tho 
al\' maklnf this such an lndus-
1 r:,." said TL'ran, 11 rancher. 

l'.S. ,)fficl:di< ur,· no\ :iurpri,;1•11 
1l1at lllt' !\<iw <>f 11nd,1t:11m<·lll<"<I 
hordrr l'rOit!Wr-8 has hil lh<· 1•011n• 

F:-~'~'. · " doned by their amunler. The 
~: ~:. , · . 3+-year-old Otunr.-from the .t.ate .. 
:· : :>r:,,_' ·. . • .... '• •of Nayarit, bad been nabbed once 

-: . •: } · already ir,ylng to C1'9SI ·at Noples.-
··~·::· . .-, · · He aid he mlahtlook for work In 
·· . ., Asu• ·Prieta-anything ·that 
···~· ·'.i would help aupport h1a wife and· 

.. --....=..:.&-...1.1 three children bac:lc home. . 
...._ __ 

7
oiiiiiliil!ii~ Tumult ~•i new to the Dou,las· 

, . the -,.pache war-· 
. •! rior, turrendered not far- away In 
-·~ , 1888. U.S. troops 16 arid around · 

tryllde. 'Iba •11:rategy to U,hten i had.front-row aeata When · 
border enforcement by addlllJ.• Pancho VUla, the l\llu:ican revolu-·' 

of new apnta, plua new··: leader, launched at-· 
fencel, 'bol'Cler Boodl,libtl and''. iack far <!ODtrol of Agua Prleta .. 
otber technoloa, wu aimed ' . I>otJalu flourished With copper'• 
at urt,an area, mah u San Die1o.'-• but tbe IIIDelter-ahutdown 
w~ ready accea to ~-• · an cm,d111 that lett many of the'' 
public tnmpo,tatlaa and matell'•· _tum-of-th.-century br1clc build.;: 
mike •It much for anu,..-· IDp dmmtown ahutterl!d Thd' 
1leu to 1neak their char,e1 , tolffl II poor, but predlctfona of 
narthwvd. The rewlt1n1 drop in coUapae ~d. wrong. 
lm9ltl in bu been Booaten u.y reslllenco may be··: 
accompanied bJ • rile of the best hope of the twin border 
In rural, tradltionllly ~er ar-. dtiea In the face of an frnmlira-
eu, IUOb Imperial County an~ tlOn wave far beyond their con:.-''. 
AmanL :. · .:! trot But even th• an,wne' · 

Lut month saw a record nwn-:-: already aee a. duaty Jand.lcape of· 
ber of mutl acroa much of Ari•;'. hurt, from mJ&ra,nt1 drJven by 

bOl'der, led by.'. to ranchers driVen tci: 
Douglal with 27~. The number dilttaotlon. 
of' IIIOZlthlT In the lffllll' Said Ginny Jordan, a former' 
COIDIIIUftit7 ii now double that ot:. Chamber of Commerce dlnctor'' 
a year a,o. More 1tartUng; · father la a member of the 
rou,hly the ame number of. City Latino rn~orlty: 
monthly are now being. "Ever,body II a '\'icttm here-
made In and around Douglas as·· everybody le." 
are being made In and around san·· 
Diego. 

Some 300 new qents were to· 
be eent this year Into the Border · 

Tucaon aector, a 280-mlle 
atretch that Includes Douglas. but · 
it 111 now unclear when relnforce-
menLI can be trained and ,.-· 
lllgned, 

"lt'r. really an enforcement op-
eration In progreu," said Johnny 
Willlam11, who cversl!f'J: the West· 
em region or the U.S. Imniigra· 
Uon and N11tural!QU011 Servlc.-. 
"It's not lnatantpuddlng." 

Some of thnst• 11rrr.st,'CI on .i r, .. 
c:<1nt evening 11ald tht:";v \\'l'l"l! ,m· 
couragcd to cro,s hl(rr. bt'('aus(' it 
w;i~ said to be ttitsler to ,iludl' 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DIANNE FEINSTEIN 

I thank the Chairman for holding this hearing today. Adequate staffing of Border 
Patrol remains a pivotal, ongoing need on the Southwestern border of the United 
States. The Border Patrol has multiple, demanding responsibilities including reduc-
ing the influx of illegal narcotics into our country. We need to make sure that the 
Border Patrol has adequate personnel to do this critical job right. 

The President's fiscal year 2000 budget increases funding for border patrol by 14 
percent from $917 million in fiscal year 1999 to $1 billion in fiscal year 2000, of 
which $50 millio~ would be allocated for additional enforcement technology at the 
border. However, I am dismayed that there is no funding for the 1,000 new border 
patrol agents authorized under the 1996 Immigration Act (IRIIRA). 

IRIIRA requires the hiring of 1,000 new Border Patrol agents each year between 
1997 and 2001. If the President's proposal remains unchanged, this will be the first 
year that the Federal government has shirked its responsibility under IRIIRA. 

Without adequate staffing at the Southwest border, we will continue to make lit-
tle headway against the flow of drugs into our country. 

Fifty to 70 percent of illegal drugs enter the U.S. through the Southwest border. 
In fact, narcotics intelligence officials continue to warn that an estimated 5 to 7 tons 
of cocaine enter this country every single day of the year. Simply put, the Southwest 
border is a "main-street" thoroughfare for international narcotics trafficking. 

Barry McCaffrey, the Director of the Office of National Drug Patrol Policy, says 
the current level of Border Patrol personnel is "completely'' inadequate to patrol the 
2000 miles of the U.S. border with Mexico. A study by the Population Research Cen-
ter at the University of Texas supports General McCaffrey's position. The study esti-
mates that 16,133 :Border Patrol Agents are needed to Patrol the 1,782 miles along 
the U.S.-Mexico border. 

Right now, we have only 9,000 border patrol agents. Of even more concern, the 
Border Patrol is losing excessive numbers of officers through attrition. In just the 
San Diego region, the Border Patrol has lost 163 patrol officers since the beginning 
of the fiscal year through attrition. This loss, coupled with the practice of transfer-
ring agents from San Diego to help reinforce other border sectors is detrimental to 
our overall border enforcement operations. 

The situation in the El Centro sector east of San Diego, is particularly critical. 
The area is second in the nation in terms of illegal activity but ranked seventh in 
resources. There are 445 officers assigned to the area now, with an immediate need 
for another 423 to help cover the 76 miles of border the sector is responsible for. 
We need to bolster the numbers of our border Patrol, and keep the ones already 
serving. 

A shortage of vehicles is also hampering the agents' enforcement efforts. At some 
stations, agents must wait for agents in the field to drive in with their vehicles so 
they can relieve them. The wait is sometimes up to two- hours. That means that part 
of our border is unprotected, which again is counterproductive. When we assign ad-
ditional personnel to an area, they must be given the equipment they need to do 
their job. · 

In California, we are preventing more drugs from crossing the border, but these 
increased efforts have f laced an extraordinary burden on border personnel. 

For example, federa officers at California's five southern border stations seized 
over 188 tons of drugs valued in excess of $308 million during fiscal year 1998 for 
an increase of 44 percent over the previous year. 

INS and Customs inspectors made 5,127 seizures totaling 376,325 pounds of nar-
cotics at the ports of entry compared to 3,356- seizures totaling 261,111 pounds the 
previous year, according to Customs sources. Meth seizures were up 93 percent from 
fiscal year 1997 and the volume of meth seized was up by a staggering 342 percent. 

Despite this overwhelming tide of enforcement activity, the Administration's 
budget requests only 80 additional inspectors and 32 additional investigative agents. 

I am committed to bolstering resources for our border Patrol agencies so they can 
do their work effectively. I look forward to hearing the testimony of the witnesses. 

Senator ABRAHAM. Thank you, Senator. We will now begin with 
our first panel. For all the witnesses, I would mention that we have 
our little clock here. The green indicates the beginning of the ses-
sion. I know that people bring longer statements, and we will be 
happy to enter full statements into the record, but we like to keep 
these statements to approximately 5 minutes. And so the orange 
indicates 1 minute left, and the red- indicates time is up. We are 
usually pretty flexible with respect to concluding thoughts and sec-
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tions of speeches at that point, but I hope that we can at least stay 
relatively close to the time today. 

Our first witness will be Gus de la Vina who is chief of the U.S. 
Border Patrol. And I want to stress again my points, and I know 
the other Senators share them, with respect to the pride we have 
in the Border Patrol and the men and women who serve in it from 
the top on down.Our purpose here today is to figure out how to give 
the Border Patrol the help it needs and the support it needs to get 
the job done that we all want to see accomplished. 

So we welcome you here today and appreciate your being with 
us to testify. 
STATEMENT OF GUS DE LA VINA, CHIEF, U.S. BORDER PA-

TROL, IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE, 
WASHINGTON, DC 
Mr. DE LA VINA. Thank you very much. I have a prepared state-

ment. 
Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-

tee. I am pleased to have the opportunity today to discuss with you 
the Immigration Naturalization Service's efforts to control the Na-
tion's borders. 

I would like to begin by assuring you that the INS commitment 
to effective border management remains unwavering. With the 
strong support of Congress, we have more than doubled the num-
ber of border patrol agents to 8,000 since fiscal year 1993. This un-
paralleled growth in personnel has been accompanied by record in-
creases in equipment and technology. -~ 

To ensure that these unprecedented resources are deployed in 
the most efficient and effective manner possible, we developed the 
current comprehensive strategies that establish enforcement prior-
ities. As a result, we have strengthened significantly the enforce-
ment of the Nation's immigration laws at our border. Nowhere else 
is the success of the strategic approach more evident than along 
the southwest border. 

In 1994, Attorney General Reno and Commissioner Meissner an-
nounced a multi-year strategy to strengthen enforcement and to 
shut down the traditional illegal immigration corridors along the 
southwest border. By strategically deploying new personnel in one 
or two a,reas each year and backing them up with equipment and 
infrastructure improvements, INS has achieved considerable suc-
cess in restoring integrity and safety to the 2000-mile frontier. 

We have been implementing our strategy through well-laid-out, 
multi-year operations such as Operation Gatekeeper and Rio 
Grande. The initial phase of these operations typically result in an 
increase in apprehensions reflecting the deployment of more agents 
and in enhanced technology, however as the deterrent effect takes 
hold, the number of apprehensions declines, and perhaps most im-
portant for those who live in border communities, so do local 
crimes. 

We can continue to concentrate resources on critical operational 
areas of the southwest border, and we are adjusting our deploy-
ments to reflect shifts in illegal crossing patterns. As part of our 
expansion of Operation Safeguard, for example, we detailed 45 Bor-
der Patrol agents to the Nogales area in January and more detail 
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agents are being added. The Tucson sector will receive 350 addi-
, tional out of the 1,000 funded this year. 

The infusion of agents in Arizona and elsewhere is being backed 
by for~e-multiplying equipment and technology including the ISIS, 
the Integrated Surveillance Intelligence System. By integrating day 
and night vision cameras with underground sensors, this system 
allows a single agent in a· central command center to monitor vast 
terrain. Currently ISIS is being installed in Nogales, El Paso, and 
Laredo, and we plan to deploy 58 additional ISIS sites this year, 
including some along the northern border. 

Even with the most sophisticated high-tech tools, however, you 
cannot build successful enforcement strategies unless you have a 
solid foundation of high caliber personnel. The Border Patrol has 
been fortunate in recent years to attract some of our Nation's best 
and brightest, but it is an increasingly difficult task. Over the past 
3 years, we hired more than 5,000 new agents, which taking attri-
tion into consideration, has resulted in a net gain of more than 
3,000 agents. In. fiscal year 1998 alone, we hired close to 2,000 
agents, more than 4 times the fiscal year 1994 total. 

We have been able to meet and even exceed our hiring goals, 
even as we raise recruitment standards and strengthen training 
.programs. The extremely high· standards for Border Patrol recruits 
are reflected in the fact ·that last year only 4 percent of the some 
49,000 people who applied were hired .. This year we anticipate the 
need to hire 2,000·agents to meet our goal of adding 1,000 agents 
to our staff. ·Midway through fiscal year 1999, we now estimate 
that we .will fall short of this goal, but not for a lack of effort. 

The greatest barrier·we face· is a strong economy with a low un-
employment rate that affords applicants job opportunities. The INS 
is not the only agency experiencing difficulty meeting the staffing 
goals. We understand, for example, that some or all of military 
services are having trouble· meeting their recruitment objectives. 

In response to the tight labor market, we have intensified our re-
cruitment. Traditionally, we ·have drawn most of our agents for our 
southwest· border States. This year, we have hired an advertising 
firm to increase awareness of Border Patrol job opportunities in the 
rest of the United States. As part· of our recruiting blitz, we will 
participate in about 200 job fairs, community ·festivals, and other 
events. We are also expanding our work on college campuse.s, tar-
geting a• 120-school base on student demographic and on law en-
forcement curriculum. 

Most of the effect on the recruiters are current Border Patrol 
agents. That is why I have committed up to 200 agents to outreach 
and recruitment activities on college campuses and military instal-
lations. Our agents are also actively involved in deployment of ad-

· ·vertising public service announcements. We are deeply committed 
to fulfilling our recruitment needs. 

There is one thing we will not do, sacrifice quality. We are intent 
on maintaining recruiting and training standards that are amongst 
the highest in law enforcement, and with you and your continued 
support, I am confident that we will be able to do so. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to answer any ques-
tions that you or the .members of the subcommittee may have. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. de la Vina follows:] 

63-522 00-2 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF Gus DE LA VINA 

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to 
appear before you today to discuss Border Patrol operations, hiring, recruitment and 
retention. The Border Patrol is the uniformed enforcement arm of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Service responsible for the preven-
tion, detection, and apprehension of those illegally entering the United States, as 
well as intercepting drug smug~lers between the legal ports-of-entry. With your sup-
port, the Border Patrol has, smce 1993, more than doubled in size and received 
record increases in equipment and technology. We have supported these unprece-
dented resources with coherent strategies that ensure our resources are deployed in 
the most efficient and effective manner possible. As a result of these efforts, we have 
strengthened significantly the enforcement of immigration law at our borders. 

BORDER MANAGEMENT 

In the area of border management, we have achieved more in the past five years 
than had been accomplished in decades. Nowhere else is the success of our strategic 
approach to enforcement more evident than along the Southwest border. Before 
1993, there was no comprehensive plan for controlling this 2,000-mile frontier-and 
it showed. The number of Border Patrol agents was insufficient to get the job done, 
and those we did have were. ill-equipped. As a result, illegal immigrants came across 
the border undeterred, as did illicit drugs. 

To bring integrity and safety to the Southwest border, we developed a comprehen-
sive, multi-year Southwest border strategy in 1994. Its goal is clear: a border that 
works; one that deters illegal migration, drug trafficking, and alien smuggling, 
while facilitating legal traffic through the ports-of-entry. Simply stated, the strategy 
is to regain control of the border by focusing new resources on those areas where 
most of the illegal crossings occur. To meet this ·goal, we initiated unparalleled 
growth in personnel and resources. Since fiscal year 1993, we have more than dou-
bled the number of Border Patrol agents to approximately 8,000, as of February 13, 
1999, with the vast majority stationed along the Southwest border. To reach this 
level, we hired 1,900 agents in fiscal year 1998 alone and trained them at facilities 
in Charleston, SC and Glynco, GA These new agents have been backed up by infra-
red scopes, underground sensors and other force-multiplying equipment and tech-
nology, as well as by infrastructure improvements. 

As the Border Patrol Strategic Plan has matured, the Border Patrol's strategic ef-
forts have been directed to areas of operational focus along the Southwest border. 
Our border management efforts from 1993 to 1996 concentrated on El Paso, Texas 
and western S~n Diego county in California. In 1997, we began to expand our focus 
to eastern San Diego county and Imperial county, south Texas, Arizona, and New 
Mexico. "Operation Rio Grande," launched in August 1997 in Brownsville, Texas, 
was a special multi-year operation designed to gain and maintain control of specific 
border areas through a combination of new technology and additional staffing. At 
the start of the operation, 69 Border Patrol agents were detailed to Brownsville in 
August of 1997 to intensify existing enforcement efforts. In September 1997, we 
began deploying special response teams to those ports-of-entry where we expected 
increased numbers of fraudulent entry attempts. In fiscal year 1998, 260 new Bor-
der Patrol agents were added to McAllen Sector and 205 to Laredo Sector. An im-
portant feature of "Operation Rio Grande" has been the integration of a broad range 
of INS enforcement operations. Border Patrol agents, Inspectors at ports-of-entry, 
Investigators, Intelligence anal_,y~ts, and Detention and Deportation Officers are all 
contributing to the operation. We are seeing lower apprehension and reduced local 
crime rates as a result of the operation, indicating the effectiveness of our deter-
rence strategy. The crime rate in Brownsville alone dropped by more than 20 per-
cent in fiscal year 1998, and the overall apprehensions for McAllen Sector decreased 
by 17 percent compared to the previous year. 

In fiscal year 1998, INS extended "Operation Gatekeeper" through the El Centro 
initiative to address changes in smuggling and illegal crossings occurring along the 
border in El Centro Sector. The initiative includes detailing additional agents to the 
immediate border areas of Calexico and El Centro, California, to deter alien smug-
gling operations in those areas. The El Centro Sector has been allocated an addi-
tional 78 new agents from the fiscal year 1999 budget to bolster the efforts of the 
134 new agents deployed in fiscal year 1998. As an indication of the positive effect 
on border control already attributable to this initiative, during the first quarter of 
fiscal year 1999, the sector experienced its first quarterly drop in apprehensions 
after four straight years of continuous increases. While the rate of apprehensions 
is still fluctuating up and down, this is to be expected in the early stages of im-
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proved border control in any area. But it is clear that the initiative is having an 
rm.r,act, in both deterrence and control. . 

Operation Safeguard" encompasses the area of the Tucson Sector. Tucson Sector 
was the busiest sector on the Southwest land border in fiscal year 1998, and that 
trend continued as apprehensions increased by 21,240 or 41 percent in the first 
quarter of fiscal year 1999. Some part of the. increase in apprehensions is attrib-

. utable to an improved enforcement capability made possible by adding agents, bet-
ter equipment and enforcement infrastructure to the Tucson Sector. Once the 350 
a~ents allocated in the fiscal year 1999 bud~et are on-board in Tucson, 1,087 agents 
will have been added to the Tucson Sector smce 1994. 

In the areas where we have concentrated our efforts, we have demonstrated that 
deterrence can work even in the most difficult conditions. We continue to con-
centrate resources on critical operational areas of the Southwest border, in support 
of this strategy. Once we gain control of the Southwest border, the strategy's em-
phasis will broaden to include the coastal and Northern border sectors. 

There is no doubt that agent staffing and other enforcement resources are a criti-
cal part of gaining control of the border. The Border Patrol is developing a manage-
ment tool, the Resource and Effectiveness Model (REM), to assist planners in mak-
ing decisions regarding allocation of resources to the Border Patrol Sectors and Bor-
der Patrol stations, and to determine the optimal mix of agents and technology. The 
model does not provide the definitive number of agents needed, but it does provide 
planners with important information regarding the appropriate mix of resources 
given varying sets of conditions. 

The latest revised REM (software/equipment) is now being deployed to all Sectors. 
Sectors are scheduled to complete entering Sector-specific informat10n (such as num-
ber of agents, vehicles, apprehensions, local roads, geography, topography, weather) 
into the Sector REM database this summer. When completed, planners will be able 
to use the Resource Effectiveness Model to assist in designing resource mix and allo-
cation plans that yield the highest return. 

AUTOMATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

Technology improvements· have also played a key role in the success of Border Pa-
trol enforcement functions. Our technology investments make our agents more effec-
tive in every phase of border enforcement from deterrence to apprehensions to case 
processing. For example, the !DENT system, a database based on fingerprints of ap-
prehended aliens, allows agents to positively identify criminal aliens and repeat 
crossers previously apprehended. 

In fiscal year 1998, INS began installing ISIS, the Integrated Surveillance Intel-
ligence System, a state-of-the-art force-multiplier. This field-tested technology con-
sists of poles to which day and night vision cameras are attached, which are linked 
to centrally located command centers equipped with video monitors allowing a sin-
gle agent to monitor a vast area of terrain. The ISIS system also includes ground 
sensors which, when triggered, send a signal to a desi~ated camera. The video-
monitoring site is alerted and can immediately view the site. This technology signifi-
cantly enhances Border Patrol's ability to maximize effectiveness and agent safety. 
The camera may reveal anything from armed drug smugglers requiring immediate 
dispatch of agent teams, to animals requiring no response at all. ISIS is now being 
deployed to Nogales, El Paso and Laredo, with 58 additional sites planned this year. 
Other high tech tools include personal night vision equipment, long range infrared 
scopes, encrypted radios and GPS, Global Positioning System locators. 

CONSTRUCTION 

The fiscal year 2000 construction budget request includes approximately $34 mil-
lion for 7 Border Patrol facility construction projects. Since fiscal year 1995, INS has 
initiated 25 major construction projects in support of expan~~TI

1
operations along the 

Southwest border, with an estimated cost in excess of $110 · ·on. Eight additional 
projects, estimated at over $47 million, will be under construction in fiscal year 
1999. Additionally, over $20 million has been spent to address safety and health 
problems, including the clean-up and replacement of leaking underground fuel 
tanks, and for needed renovations at existing facilities, and the repair and improve-
ment of border barriers, such as fences, lights and roads. 

RECRUITMENT AND HIRING 

The President's fiscal year 2000 budget maintains Border Patrol staffing at the 
fiscal year 1999 authorized level of nearly 9,000 agents, which represents a 126 per-
cent increase and approximately 5,000 agents over the fiscal year 1993 level of 3,965 
agents. 
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We have met our hiring goals for the past four years and in fact exceeded them 

for the past two years. Over the past four years, we have hired over 6,100 new 
agents which, taking into consideration all losses, has resulted in a net gain of more 
tlian 3,500 agents. In fiscal year 1998 alone, we hired 1,900 new agents. In fiscal 
year 1996. we established a satellite basic training facility in Charleston, South 
Carolina, and we continually expand it to meet our training needs. With this enor-
mous influx of new agents, we have maintained the quality of our training while 
raising our recruitment standards. 

This 7ear, we anticipate the need to hire 2 000 agents to meet our hiring goal of 
increasmg staffing by 1,000 agents. Through mid-year, we had 8,038 agents on 
board against an end-of-year goal of 8,947. Unfortunately, we estimate that we will 
fall short of this goal. The many reasons for this include a strong economy and low 
unemployment rate affording 1:1.pplicants multiple job opportunities. The INS is not 
the only agency experiencing difficulty in meeting its staffuu! goals. We understand, 
for example, that some or all of the military services are "having trouble meeting 
their recruitment objectives. 

Over the years, we have developed a strong, effective hiring and recruiting pro-
gram that has met the ambitious Border hiring goals, while maintaining extremely 
hi~h standards for our recruits. In fiscal year 1998 only 4 percent of those who ap-
plied were actually hired (49,000 applied, and 1,971 hired). Many applicants after 
signing up for our test choose not to take it, and our strict screening process elimi-
nates many more candidates. 

Because of the tight labor market and the sheer number of applicants needed, a 
single approach or targeting one group of potential applicants will not work. We con-
tinue to mstitute new means by which we can attract candidates. For instance, we 
are focusing our efforts on increasing public awareness of job opportunities in the 
Border Patrol. There is often little public awareness of the Border Patrol occupation 
outside of the Southwest border states. With the help of a professional advertising 
agency, we hope to increase awareness of Border Patrol job opportunities in the rest 
of the United States, as well as continue our efforts in the Southwest border states. 
B1, increasing awareness, we hope to attract a diverse group of well-qualified can-
didates. 

We have stepped up efforts in the home states of successful candidates. We track 
all of our ads with extension codes to determine which ads draw candidates. We are 
also tracking which colleges our new officers graduate from, the major they pursued, 
and the magazines they read. All of this information helps us better understand 
where we need to build awareness of Border Patrol careers and where we currently 
have strong recruiting success. 

This fiscal year, we held special hiring events in El Paso, Tucson, and New York 
with another event scheduled in May in San Diego. Additionally, for these locations, 
we conducted a media blitz. For example, in Tucson we placed a Border Patrol aa 
in ei~ht major papers on two weekends in both the classified and sports sections, 
and m two minonty targeted publications and Military Base papers. We also aired 
a radio ad 14 times on two Tucson stations, and placed a color ad in the Arizona 
Highway Patrolman and Tucson Star Citizen. For San Diego, we have ads scheduled 
to appear this month in nine major papers. Additionally, INS recruits at military 
bases, colleges and universities in or near San Diego, Phoenix or Tucson. 

In fiscal year 1999 we will participate in 200 ev~nts including job fairs, career 
days, employer workshops, transiti9ning military seminars, classroom presentations, 
conference exhibits and community events (e.g. fairs, festivals, Native American 
celebrations, etc.). 

We are also actively recruiting on college campuses. We plan to recruit at 120 key 
colleges identified based on student demographics and/or law enforcement curricu-
lum. INS has already participated in four interactive student events (sponsored by 
Sports Illustrated) where we attracted thousands of students from all academic dis-
ciplines. Also, we will target recruitment efforts at key military bases identified by 
installation population and the ,number of separations each month, and 40 organiza-
tions identified based on the mission and target audience of the organization. 

New Border Patrol classified and display ads have been developed and placed in 
hundreds of newspapers (classified and sports sections), college placement manuals, 
Black Collegian and Newsweek magazines (metro NYC edition) and a wide variety 
of other journals and magazines. In addition, we routinely fax job vacancy flyers to 
campus career planning and placement offices, criminal justice faculty, military base 
transition offices, and INS offices nationwide. 

The INS created a new Border Patrol Careers Website, and is starting to increase 
Internet advertising with links to this Website. In fiscal year 1998, nearly 50 per-
cent of our applicants applied to take the test on-line and the other 50 percent used 
the Telephone Application System. This year, the number of candidates applying 
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over the Internet has increased to 70 percent. We are pursuing the installation of 
a free job information line so applicants can call to get more information on the Bor-
der Patrol. We also started a direct mail campaign to separating military service 
members through the use of the DOD Transition Bulletin Board and Defense Out-
placement Referral Service. As of April 14th, we will have job postings on 11 Inter-
net recruitment sites. 

We are significantly· increasing the number of Border Patrol agents involved in 
recruiting. ·I have committed up to 200 agents; who on a collateral duty basis will 
be involved·· in outreach and recruitment activities on college campuses and military 

. installations. To back up this local recruiting initiative, we will increase our adver-
tising, including the development of public service announcements for radio. 

In order to translate recruits into actual hires, we have revamped our hiring proc-
ess by decreasing the amount of time it takes to go through the process from ap-
proximately 26 weeks to as little as 16 weeks. This makes the Border Patrol more 
attractive to candidates and decreases the likelihood that they will accept another 
job during the hiring process. 

PAY REFORM 

We are working to address recruitment and retention issues by looking at how 
we compensate our enforcement personnel, particularly Border Patrol agents. For 
the past several years, the INS has been working to address numerous challenges · 
in tlie compensation arena. These challenges include: (1) achieving pay equity with-
in INS for enforcement occupations; (2) achieving overtime pay parity with other 
Federal law enforcement agencies; (3) streamlining and simplifying administration 
of overtime pay; and (4) establishing a portable overtime pay system (carried back 
and forth between occupations and mimmizing loss of benefits) for its enforcement 
occupations. 
- Within the INS, the grade levels for experienced officers, also known as the jour-
ney level, in the various law enforcement occupations (Border Patrol agents, crimi-
nal investigators, detention officers, detention and deportation .officers, and pilots, 
.for example) differ based on ·the duties of-these positions and the application of gov-

, ernment wide Office of Personnel Management classification standards. The current 
journey level grade for Border Patrol agents is GS-9 .. Approximately thirty percent 
of the INS' Border Patrol agents are at the GS:-11 level based on performing senior 
level duties. In contrast, the journey level for .criminal investigators, deportation of-
ficers, and detention and deportation officers is GS-12. This internal difference re-
sults in losses from the Border Patrol occupation as agents move to these other oc-
cupations (within INS and other law enforcement,agencies) for career growth. 

In addition, INS law enforcement officers (with the· exception of criminal inves-
tigators) are paid a form of annual premium pay-called Administratively Uncontrol-

· lable Overtime (AUO). This form ofovertime is discretionary with the agency, and 
we continually examine how it:is utilized~ The INS continues:to be subject to signifi-
cant scrutiny into the proper use of AUO. Since AUO is. discretionary and criteria 
bound (i.e., the work cannot be administratively .controlled), those-law enforcement 
:officers earning AUO are constantly. concemed,that the pay can, and may, be re-
voked when they no longer meet the criteria. Thia greatly .. hampers career develop-
ment ·for law enforcement officers earning AUO, "including Border Patrol agents, 
who potentially are penalized by the loss of.AUO .for accepting assignments to law 
enforcement· positions in headquarters or··regional offices, or at· the INS training 
academies. Criminal investigators, on the other hand, are paid Law Enforcement 
Availabilitr pay, which is a guaranteed 25 percent annual premium pay, regardless 
of the assignment to training duties or duties at regional or headquarters offices. 
The guaranteed versus discretionary. aspect of the two overtime pay systems is an-
other motivatin~ factor .for Border,Patrol ·agents to leave the occupation for criminal 
investigator positions. 

To address these challenges, the Commissioner .is studying various alternative ap-
proaches to achieve a unified, comprehensive reform package for INS enforcement 
officers, including Border Patrol agents and Immigration Inspectors. Change in the 
pay and benefits for our officers requires careful· consideration of the impact any 
such ·change will have on our workforce. We must also be mindful of the costs of 
any change. The nuances of pay and the interrelationship between the various forms 
of overtime pay that constitute what an employee brings home and his or her retire-
ment benefits are not easily explained nor simplified. 

CONCLUSION 

I look forward to continuing to work with the Subcommittee. With your support, 
we can carry forward our recent improvements. We have made great strides mad-
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dressing problem areas. I want to work with you as we continue our efforts to im-
prove our nation's immigration system. 

Senator ABRAHAM. Thank you. I am going to ask Senator Kyl to 
preside briefly while I meet with some constituents. 

Senator Kyl, you can start the questions, and I will follow up. 
Senator KYL [presiding]. Thank you. It is my understanding, 

based on your testimony, that you said that the Tucson sector will 
receive 350 of 1,000 agents provided for this year; but that is not 
really going to happen, is it? 

Mr. DE LA VINA. At the present time, based on the time of the 
year that we are, the 1999 deployment which called for the 1,000 
agents, we will not be able to fill those numbers. We probably will 
be looking at about 200 to 400 out of the 1,000. 

Senator KYL. Two hundred to four hundred out of the 1,000? 
Mr. DE LA VINA. That is correct. 
Senator KYL. So instead of 350, the Tucson sector might get how 

many? 
Mr. DE LA VINA. It would be difficult to say. We have two prior-

ities established for the-based on our strategy, and that would be 
Tucson and McAllen, TX. . 

Senator KYL. So instead of 350, do you think maybe someplace 
in the area of 100 to 150 might be a closer guess? 

·Mr.DE LA VINA. It would be somewhere in that vicinity. 
Senator KYL. So half as many as were expected? 
Mr. DE LA VINA. That is correct. 
Senator KYL. And I gather that the 350 were based upon your 

idea of what was important or necessary to deploy; is that correct? 
Mr. DE LA VINA. That is absolutely correct. 
Senator KYL. Now, for about a month and a half Senator Hutch-

inson and I have been requesting information from INS on ways 
to help with recruitment and retention to meet the problem that 
you just testified to. We just passed the S~ldiers and Sailors Relief 
Act, as the first bill that Congress passed in this session, to ensure 
that we could recruit members for the military. 

As you pointed out, INS has to face that same kind of a chal-
lenge. So we thought we would get a good start on this. We would 
introduce legislation. We would increase salaries. We would pro-
vide for more benefits. We thought it would be a good idea to check 
with INS first to see what suggestions they would have. Three 
times now INS has canceled meetings with my staff. We cannot get 
any information. None. 

Yesterday, we had thought that we were finally going to get 
some information on border patrol salaries, and the officials called 
to say they could not provide the information. Can you help me 
out? 

Mr. DE LA VINA. Yes, sir. Pay reform is critical to us, needless 
to say. 

Senator KYL. Well, you have got two people that have said they 
are willing to do it. For a month and a half we have been trying 
to help, and we get stiffed by the INS. 

Mr. DE LA VINA. I know that I have had conversations with Com-
missioner Meissner, and I know that we are studying, and she has 
commissioned the HRD or human resource program to look at the 
feasibility of moving the journeyman level or the journey level from 
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GS-9 to a GS-11, which would help us tremendously as far as the' 
retainment of our agents. 

We are also looking at the feasibility of increasing the salary of 
those who are entering in. I know that this is ongoing. I do not 
know why they have not met with you, sir. 

Senator KYL. Well, anything you can do to help. We are going to, 
meanwhile, just go ahead and introduce the bill to raise it from 9 
to 11 since that seems to be everybody's idea of what ought to be 
done, and later on we can change it if INS finally decides that they 
want to get engaged in this. 

Now, one of the reasons-after recommending 1,000 agents, 
Doris Meissner, Commissioner Meissner, testified to the Appropria-
tions Committee in a variety of ways as to why INS really needed 
to take a breather, even though she herself later acknowledged 
that she had, in fact, recommended 1,000 agents. But among the 
reasons was the fact that there are a lot of inexperienced agents 
now .. The Tucson sector, as you acknowledge, is probably the top 
priority, but at a minimum, one of the two top priorities for adding 
new agep.ts. 

My-· figures show that in the Tucson sector, 80 percent of the 
agents have 2 years or more of experience. So you do not have-
I- mean there may, be a problem of inexperienced agents at some 
places. along the border, perhaps in the San Diego region, but in 
the Tucson sector, you could hire a lot of-agents and still have plen-
ty of people who have been ..there, with 2 or more years of experi-

. ence, to help train them. 
So you have got a sector that needs the infusion of new agents. 

You ·have got 80 percent or more that have 2 or more years of expe-
rience. So why would that be an excuse for not putting more agents 
in the Tucson sector now? 

Mr. DE .LA. VINA. Sir, we need Border Patrol agents. I do not 
think ·you are going to find a Border Patrol agent say that we do 
not. need additional Border Patrol agents, including myself. We do 
need the ·.agents. I think that there is a concern, and I will express 
the .same concern, not .at the expense of not having Border Patrol 
agents,, but we have ·grown tremendously. We have added a lot of 
additional personnel. 

One of our problems is, and specifically in your area of Douglas, 
I cannot put up an infrastructure as far as a building. We have 
grown from 63 agents to over 300 agents. I don't have parking 
places for the agents to park. 

Senator KYL. But they will not accommodate it. You are exactly 
right, and so we have an Administration that puts zero money in 
the budget.for this year for the new Border Patrol station at Doug-
las. 

Mr. DE LA VINA. These are some.of the issues that, you know, 
we are looking at. As far as the-

Senator KYL. Let me just say we have got to stop looking and 
start doing, because I have indicated a willingness to fund these 
things. We requested the money for the Douglas Border Patrol sta-
tion. We have requested the money for the agents. 

The Administration just created a brand new $600 million local 
COPS program, announced with great fan fare. I do not know 
where the money came from, but there is about $600 million miss-
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ing from Customs and INS. Now, the Federal Government-and I 
am not directing this at you, but you can tell that I am frustrated 
as heck. I know you are too. I know Chief Sanders is, but the Presi-
dent makes a big announcement about this brand new COPS pro-
gram. 

Now, the people in Tucson and Douglas and Nogales and Phoenix 
and of all of other communities in the country care about their 
local citizens and their cops. It is their responsibility. The Federal 
Government can provide some support for that, but that is a 
shared responsibility at best and certainly first and foremost a 
local responsibility. 

The Federal border is the Federal Government's responsibility, 
and so when money is taken out of the INS and Customs budget 
and put in these other programs that may have a little bit more 
political appeal around the country, it is very frustrating to me, 
and wheri we say, well, we are going to have to study where we 
are going to get the money for a new Border Patrol station in 
Douglas, and not having the new station is one reason why we do 
not employ more agents there even though everybody recognizes we 
need them, it just seems to me that our priorities are really wrong 
here. 

And by our, I do not mean the Congress. I do not mean this sub-
committee. I mean the Administration, and we really need spokes-
men with the agency that are willing to plead our case. Any further 
comment on that? 

Mr. DE LA VINA. This is-in 1994, we developed the national 
strategy. It is an integrated incremental control of our border. 
Some of the frustrations that you feel are some of the frustrations 
that a lot of us felt in 1993, between 1990 and 1993, especially in 
the San Diego area. 

San Diego was apprehending over half a million illegal entrants 
on a yearly basis, where Tucson is doing 2,000 arrests on a daily 
basis. San Diego, in the mid nineties, early nineties, was doing 
3,000 to 4,000 arrests. We had a tremendous, tremendous influx of 
illegal entries in the San Diego area. Back then, we had absolutely 
no resources. Back then, the possibility of controlling the border 
was, at best, totally remote. We were being totally overrun. 

Since 1994, we developed a national strategy. It is incremental 
control. It took us a considerable amount of effort, technology, 
equipment, support from the Congress to get San Diego under con-
trol. San Diego today, from the half a million arrests that were 
being registered in 1993, 1994, have now been reduced to 248. 

We have another success story in El Paso, TX. El Paso, TX was 
the second hottest spot along the southwest border. Apprehen-
sions-back then it was Chief Reyes, now the chief in San Diego. 
He was the chief in El Paso-we registered close to 200,000, 
300,000 arrests on a yearly basis. Again, with the support, with the 
strategy that was developed, those apprehensions have been re-
duced considerably where El Paso now is registering 125,000 per 
year. 

Senator KYL. Can I just make a point here? The application of 
fences, technology, and manpower makes a big difference. 

Mr. DE LA VINA. Absolutely. 
Senator KYL. It could really resolve the problem, can it not? 
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Mr. DE LA VINA. Very much so. 
Senator KYL. Thank you. · 
Mr. DE LA VINA. We anticipated that as we were moving with the 

strategy or infrastructure which consisted-the corner stone of the 
strategy basically is deterrents. With that, we have three major 
components: personnel, equipment and technology. We applied that 
in both locations. It worked. 

We anticipated there would be another hot spot. We have 1identi-
fied two spots, primarily Tucson in Arizona, which encompasses ba-
sically the whole state of Arizona, and the areas in Texas. We are 
presently focused in these two locations. We initially-when I say 
incremental, it took San Diego 4 years and approximately an addi-
tional 1,200 agents to bring that under control. 

We started addressing Tucson several years ago with the infra-
structure in Nogales. This is where. the biggest concentration of 
people entering were located. We concentrated resources, sent addi-
tional people to those stations, built lights-I mean we brought 
lights. We build fences, sent additional resources. That area is now 
getting under very good control. 

As we anticipated, a shift occurred. It is occurring in the Doug-
las, AZ area. We are-based on what we anticipated would happen, 
we started working on Douglas over a year ago, building an infra-
structure there. We started with fences near the point of entry. We 
are bringing in lights, additional resources, getting prepared for 
what we are seeing right now that is happening. 

One of the things that normally happens when you move into an 
operation of this magnitude with additional resources, the appre-
hensions will go sky high. It takes a while for it to level out. We 
know what we need to do in Douglas, AZ. We are getting there as 
fast as we can. Additional resources are required. Right now, of the 
1,000 agents, 400 agents, totally, were assigned to the Arizona area 
because of that specific priority. We are doing everything we pos-
sibly can. Unfortunately it does take some time. 

Senator ABRAHAM. We have been joined by Senator Schumer. 
Senator if you would like to make an opening statement, or if 

you have some questions, or a little of each. 
STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. SCHUMER, A U.S. SENATOR 

FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
Senator SCHUMER. Well, thank you, Chairman Abraham, and I 

appreciate your holding this hearing and the opportunity to say a 
few words, and my concern obviously is the northern border. We 
have a large border in New York State, as you know, and we need 
more help there. 

I have always supported an increase in border agents, because I 
have realized the problems for the 18 years I have been in the 
house. But when you look at the total number of people on the 
northern border, it is appallingly low. I believe there are only 300 
agents on the entire northern border, and you have stepped up ef-
forts, as you should, which I fully support, on Mr. Kyl's border, on 
the southern border. 

Mr. Abraham and I and others on the northern border are seeing 
an increase in people trying to come across the border, the north-
ern border, as the southern border gets some more attention. Just 
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to give you some numbers, the northern border is 3,900 miles. The 
southern border is 1,800 miles. So it is a much longer area, and 
again this is not an either/or situation. We have more agents and 
we need some help. 

There are 8 to 12 hours a day when the northern border is 
unwatched, and some experts actually suggest that 500 to 600 
agents would be more appropriate for a 24-hour watch. Now, given 
the fact that there are 8,000 agents and the illegal immigration re-
form and Immigrant Responsibility Act mandates you to hire an-
other 1,000 by the year 2001, we think we can get a little help. 

So a few more points about it: Buffalo, for instance in my area 
which is one of the busiest, I think the second busiest general 
crossing point for the northern border, has become a focus for some 
who are smuggling in aliens. We need more help there. I would 
make a request that we need it. 

Now, I want to thank INS Commission:er Meissner for suring up 
another part of our border. You know the region-we did get an ad-
ditional 22 agents between Massena in the north country and Ver-
mont, but even there, from what I am told, that has not been 
enough to do the whole job. And so I would ask two things: No. 1, 
that we fully fund the Border Patrol, and I think we definitely 
should be doing that, and to increase the number of agents in New 
York throughout from Plattsburgh all the way to our western New 
York border in Buffalo and help us there. 

I know that Operation Over the Rainbow, which successfully tar-
geted some of those smuggling Chinese nationals across the New 
York border, was a big success, but it shows something. It shows 
that we needed the help, and since that was just one operation, I 
think we should make it permanent that we have the kind of help 
we need. I mean, I think there is' no better testimony to the fact 
that we need more INS resources on the New York-Canadian bor-
der than this. 

And just one other point not related to your direct jurisdiction, 
but if you would bring it back to Commissioner Meissner, we also 
have a problem with INS agents. These are not Border Patrol, but 
INS agents on our northern border, because we have huge backups 
and, as you know, to regulate that border, we have alternating-
we have Customs agents, INS agents, Custom agents, INS agents. 
The backups are huge. 

In western New York and the northern frontier, we depend on 
commerce by Plattsburgh and Massena, because it comes down by 
Montreal by Buffalo because of Toronto, the two biggest population 
areas of Canada, and in recent years the increase and prosperity 
and everything else has made those borders much busier, and the 
backups are enormous. 

Commissioner Kelly was nice enough to visit Buffalo and Niagra 
Falls with me last Friday and graciously committed to add 25 new 
agents at peak hours to help. I would ask that you convey a similar 
request to Commissioner Meissner, again for our whole northern 
border frontier, because the backups are enormous and we are los-
ing out in terms of business, in terms of traffic and everything else. 

So I guess three requests: One, fully fund the border patrol; two, 
on Border Patrol, give the northern border its fair share. Three 
hundred agents out of 8,000 is a pretty small ratio, particularly 
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given that Operation Over the Rainbow shows that we have an in-
creased need; and No. 3, pass up to the top-I am going to convey 
this myself directly, but it cannot hurt to have it internal and ex-
ternal-to the commissioner and the Attorney General that we 
need more agents as well, because our commerce is getting backed 
up, particularly at certain times to a point where it is really harm-
ing us. 

Mr. DE LA VINA. I would be happy to, Senator. 
Senator SCHUMER. Thank you. 
Senator ABRAHAM. Thank you, Senator Schumer. For every one 

he gets, I want two. 
I have to say there is a certain kind of ironic, I suppose, quality 

to this hearing in the sense that throughout Capitol Hill, the hear-
ings are held in which people come from the agencies to tell us that 
they need more support to get their job done and try to persuade 
sometimes reluctant authorizers and appropriators to give them 
support. Here it is almost like we have the opposite happening, 
which is we have all the .sort of desire, it seems, on this community on both sides of the aisle to give the support that is needed and, 
frankly, go beyond what we have done already if we are told that 
that is not enough to ~get the job done, and yet a resistance seems 
.to be.there,- and I am.not-you know, I do not want to get into all 
the nuances of this, but I at least .want to have a discussion here 
about .the challenge you confront and what we can do to try to help 
it. 

I am not going to get into the internal challenges that may be 
confronted. That we may deal with at another time. But you are 
saying as !,understand it, that essentially this coming year or dur-
ing this fiscal year the expectation is that you will add 200 to 400 
agents? · 

Mr. DE LA VINA. Out of the 1999 deployment, yes, sir. 
Senator ABRAHAM. Is that a net increase? 
Mr. D,.E LA VINA. That would be a -net increase. 
Senator ABRAHAM. OK And so we are going to be somewhere be-

tween 600 and 800 short of the goal that the .. authorization in the 
bill -set. What can we do? I mean what in terms of help. I un-

,-: -· derstand _an ad campaign can be. helpful and· so on, but is the pay 
.grade a problem here? 

Mr. DE LA VINA. Pay reform is, as Senator Kyl has pointed out, 
,. something that definitely would help. I think .that with the direc-

tion and- the commitment that ·-the commissioner has given the 
HRD program to come with pay reform, I think that we are going 
to see some good things eome out of that one. I think we are going 
to increase our entrance pay as well as the upgrade that the Sen-
ator has mentioned between the GS-9 and GS-11. That is going to 
.be a big help for retention purposes. 

Right now we have a retention rate of about 10 percent. So we 
are losing people. There is no two ways -about it. San Diego has 
lost--

Senator KYL. Excuse me. You said a 10 percent a year loss? 
Mr. DE LA VINA. Yes. So we do lose quite a few agents, and we 

do not have-we are not comparable to, say, a GS-12 investigator. 
It is not that we are losing them a lot to outside agencies. We are 
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losing them internally to investigations, which is a journey level of 
a GS-12. 

So if you feel any reluctance, Senator, as far as requests or what 
have you, you have to understand I have been in the Border Patrol 
for 29 years; and it has been very-it has been a rocky road. I was 
the chief in San Diego from 1990 to 1995, and those early years 
from 1990 to 1993, we were operating with no resources. We had 
nothing. I mean, we did not have-we kept our vehicles running 
with baling wire and chewing gum. I had 800 agents to handle 
close to a half a million apprehensions that were being registered. 
The best technology we had was a pen. 

In 5 short years, I mean with your help, with the support, we 
have grown tremendously. So it has been like Christmas in July for 
the Border Patrol. Yes, we are still a long way from the mark, but 
I have got to tell you, we have come a heck of a long way, and any 
help is absolutely, you know, requested and appreciated. 

We handle the toughest border entry point along the southwest 
border. San Diego, CA was impossible to control, and I think Sen-
ator Feinstein will verify to that. I mean, yes, we would catch 
maybe 2,000, 3,000, 4,000 people. We were losing a heck of a lot 
of people. You go down there now. The strategy has worked. It took 
us time. It took the personnel equipment and resources. 

So you are not going to hear us say that we are reluctant to ac-
cept any help because you have helped us tremendously, and in 
order to control this border, we have proven that we can get a foot-
hold on the border. We have taken care of the two hottest locations 
traditionally, historically, along the 2,000 miles, and we can do 
that. 

Senator ABRAHAM. In order to meet the goal, though, of 1,000 
new agents per year, I guess you are indicating that we need to ba-
sically recruit about 1,800 new people then? Hire 1,800 new to get 
1,000 net? 

Mr. DE LA VINA. Well, actually it is going to be more than that, 
Senator. Right now, I think with "the 1998 figure, we had to hire 
5,000 to show a net of 3,000 agents. We have to make at least 
120,000 contacts to come up with the 2,000 figure for next year. 

What we are-I think one of the biggest things that we are com-
ing up with right now, and it is going to be at a sacrifice in cost, 
would be the recruitment efforts that the Border Patrol is going to 
initiate. I have assigned close to over 150,000 agents that will be 
devoted to doing this recruitment and targeting these locations that 
I have mentioned, but it is a tough market right now, very tough. 

Senator ABRAHAM. In terms of the issues that relate to com-
pensation and so on, is there anything-do you see any impedi-
ments or potential problems to this occurring? 

Mr. DE LA VINA. I think it is a win-win all the way around. I 
think with pay reform, it would solve a lot of our problems. I do 
not see any deterrents that say-the instructions or the direction 
that I have gotten, so I know this is what is happening, is that the 
commissioner will not-wants to increase and does not want to 
hurt any agent, or let us say any category of agents, or personnel 
in any capacity on this pay reform issue. 

Senator ABRAHAM. Where does it stand exactly? Just to clarify 
for us, what has to still happen for that to-----
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Mr. DE LA VINA. I met with HRD yesterday on this specific issue, 
and I think they are close. I think they have got-you know, they 
are still working. I hate to say that, that they are still working on 
it, but unfortunately that is what it is. They have got some of the 
issues resolved, and I think that if I had to give you a time frame, 
we are a heck of a lot closer than we were a year ago. 

Senator ABRAHAM. Who should we speak to if we wanted to get 
more information? 

Mr. DE LA VINA. I would be happy to convey that. If not, you 
can-you know, to the commissioner. 

Senator ABRAHAM. OK. Does this involve OPM as well as INS? 
Mr. DE LA VINA. Yes, it is a combination. In order to sustain-

in other words, in order to sustain that GS-9 level, our HRD pro-
gram must make sure that the classification is correctly certified 
and that they meet this criteria that OPM has established. That 
is a difficult process to do. That takes a considerable length of time, 
but it is beginning to look a lot better, or I feel that it is beginning 
to look a lot better. · 

Senator ABRAHAM. Senator Kyl, do you want to ask some more 
questions? 

Senator KYL. No, just two quick observations. Our bill is in coun-
sel right now, I am informed, so hopefully we will have it intro-
duced by tomorrow or at least by the end of the week, and if you 
have any suggestions after it is introduced as to how to improve 
it, I will expect that you or the commissioner will get those to us. 

Mr. DE LA VINA. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator KYL. And second, I would just reiterate something. I ap-

preciate everything you have said about the work that you did in 
San Diego. I am well aware of it. Duncan Hunter used to tell me 
all about the great work you were doing there, and I know when 
we put the fences up. When we got the agents there, it made all 
the difference in the world. 

We have done the same, to some extent, in Texas. It has been 
squeezed to Arizona. That is where they are coming through now, 
and the Representative from Arizona-I just cannot remain · silent 
with an Administration that recognizes the nature of this problem 
and then requests zero funding. You do not hire any new agents 
with zero funding. We will have to try to find the money to put it 
back in, but in the meantime, I think we have to tell the truth. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator ABRAHAM. Senator, thank you. I just echo the state-

ments, and from a perspective of the northern border, as Senator 
Schumer has indicated and as I mentioned in my opening remarks, 
when we are dealing with a small number of agents trying to cover 
that wide an area, happily they are not the hot spots that you have 
referenced in the southern border, but it is still a challenge; and 
I guess the thing I want to leave you with is the following: 

One of the things that has been a little frustrating to me in the 
time that I have had this chairmanship, is it seems like-and I do 
not want to characterize it. It seems like a resistance. It seems like 
people keep telling us well, if we only could do X or Y or Z, then 
something might happen or we will get the results we want, and 
I guess what I want to leave you with is the following request. If 
there are other things you need, we need to know about it. We can-
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not guess. I mean, we are not experts-you are-,-as to the resource 
requirements, and so what I would hope is that if we somehow ad-
dress the pay grade issue, that we would not then be told, well, 
now the-problem is -that we have inadequate training facilities or 
that the next thing we would hear is that, well, -there are not 
-enough parking spots. 

I understand that, but let us· get it all out on the table at one 
time. Let us not sort of move from one impediment to another so 
that we never -solve the problem, because it 'is clear to me that to 
assimilate that large a number of new people does require other re-
source allocations, whether it is for vehicles or for communication 
equipment or for even parking spots, but I do not want to hear 
about it piecemeal, because then I know nothing will ever get done. 
We will keep just sort of moving from one to another of these indi-
vidual problems, and therefore never have a comprehensive solu-
tion. 

And so I think J speak for Senator Kyl and I in saying let us-
you know, we like the blueprint, not just . the problem of the day, 
because the problem of the day can be addressed, but then we have 
got. another ·set of hearings to figure out what the next impediment 
is. So I urge you· and I urge everybody at the INS to try to give 

, us the· full·blueprint,- because" I am struck by the extent of Congres-
-'sional support-to provide' assistance in this one area. 

It is the··one -area _where -there does not seem to be the slightest 
debate and -controversy of either a partisan sort or of ·a monetary 
sort or anything else, but what -is frustrating people, and I think 

· what is eroding confidence here a little bit,_ is the sense that, you 
·know, even when sort of there is a desire, there does not seem to 
·be a blueprint to get to the finish line. 

- So for . .today, we will at least bring down the curtain, but I hope 
you will let us know comprehensively what it is that would make 
the package complete, not just the pay, but the other things that 
would have to also be part of a successful solution; and with that, 
I want to thank you. I know it is a lot easier to come up here and 
hear other news, but I think it is imr.ortant that we kind of get 
these issues ventilated a little as wel. We appreciate your being 
here. 

Mr. DE LA VINA. Thank you very much. 
Senator ABRAHAM. Thank you. 
We will now have our second panel join us. We are going to hear 

in this second panel from three witnesses, if you would all come 
forward. Joining us on this panel is, first, Ron Sanders, who is the 
chief of the chief patrol agents association as well as· the Border 
Patrol sector chief for the Arizona border with Mexico; Gail Griffin, 
who is a State Representative from Sierra Vista, AZ; and Robert 
Lindemann, who is a senior patrol· agent in the Detroit sector and 
a 15-year veteran, as well as the union steward for the National 
Border Patrol Council. 

Before we go any further, I do not know, Senator Kyl, if you 
want to make any additional introductory remarks. 

Senator KYL. Well, I might-just with respect to Gail Griffin. Ac-
tually, since I do not know Mr. Lindemann, I cannot say anything 
nice about him. 

Mr. LINDEMANN. I used to live in your area. 
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Senator KYL. Is that right? 
Mr. LINDEMANN. How is that? 
Senator KYL. In that case, I will say why did you leave? No, I 

am sure you got transferred. 
I will just make this very brief statement. Ron Sanders has been 

enormously helpful to me. Every time I want information, we are 
able to get it. We go to the border, he is there to point out things 
to us. He represents his people very, very well. He has given us a 
lot of good suggestions. He has answered a lot of questions, and I 
think he tells the truth when he is describing the situation on the 
border. He has made a big difference there. · 

Gail Griffin, a member of our state legislature has been thrust 
into the limelight here because her constituents have been beating 
a path to her door in a way that-well, let us put it this way: It 
has gotten everyone's attention, and she has had to juggle the prob-
lem of angry constituents who want answers to questtons now and 
with the professionals who are clearly tasked with the job of con-
trolling the border with a Federal Government that I am sure she 
is a bit frustrated with, wondering why we cannot get some relief, 
and perhaps the last panel suggested some of the problems for Rep-
resentative Griffin. 

But I am delighted there at least two Arizona and one former Ar-
izona constituents on this panel here today. Thank you. 

Senator ABRAHAM. Thank you all very much. I sort of went 
through the clock explanation already. So we will turn to each of 
you now for opening statements. 

Chief Sanders. 
PANEL CONSISTING OF RON SANDERS, CIDEF, CHIEF PATROL 

AGENTS ASSOCIATION, U.S. BORDER PATROL, TUCSON, AZ; 
HON. GAIL GRIFFIN, STATE REPRESENTATIVE, SIERRA 
VISTA, AZ; AND ROBERT LINDEMANN, SENIOR PATROL 
AGENT, DETROIT SECTOR, AND UNION STEWARD, NATIONAL 
BORDER PATROL COUNCIL, DETROIT, MI 

STATEMENT OF RON SANDERS 
Mr. SANDERS. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and distinguished 

members of the subcommittee. I appreciate the opportunity to 
share with you the views of the membership of the Chief Patrol 
Agents Association on the need for additional Border Patrol agents. 
We appreciate your past efforts to provide the Border Patrol with 
the support and resources necessary to strengthen the enforcement 
of our Nation's immigration laws. 

During this fiscal year, it is anticipated that the Border Patrol 
will arrest 1,600,000, and we will seize 1,200,000 pounds of mari-
juana. Our arrests and seizures, coupled with the hundreds of 
thousands of violators that we do not catch, clearly indicate we 
need additional resources. 

On February 25, 1999, former chief patrol agent and current rep-
resentative Sylvester Reyes testified that his staff has met with all 
five Texas Border Patrol chiefs and they stated that they des-
perately need more agents. He indicated that he thought the re-
sponse would be the same if every Border Patrol chief were asked 
the same question. 
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I have spoken with the 21 Border Patrol chiefs, and 20 of the 21 
believe that they desperately need more agents. The chief patrol 
agent in San Diego feels confident that he has the personnel nec-
·essary to maintain the control that has been established in his sec-
tor, however attrition is a major concern. San Diego lead the nation 
in attrition, and at the current time, loses one agent every day or 
some 365 agents per year. 

Other sectors have similar problems. I have spoken to Senator 
Kyl about this problem. He is very interested in finding ways that 
this agency can maintain a highly trained professional work force. 
The Border Patrol has a growing need for additional high caliber 
agents. It does not make sense to spend large sums of money train-
ing these agents, only to lose them to other agencies and private 
industry. We look forward to working with Senator Kyl and other 
members of Congress to solve this costly problem. 

During July 1998, the Population Research Center at the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin completed a study entitled "An Estimate of 
the Number of Border Patrol Personnel Necessary to Control the 
Southwest Border''. The study estimated that 16,133 Border Patrol 
agents would be needed to control the 1,782 miles along the U.S. 
border. In addition, we believe that the northern border and inte-
rior locations should be staffed with a force of 4,000 Border Patrol 
agents.We should strive to have an on-duty force of 20,000 Border 
Patrol agents if we are to be effective in our mission of controlling 
the borders of the United States. 

In 1994, the Border Patrol developed a strategic plan to control 
illegal immigration along the southwest border. This plan called for 

- sending most of the enhancement personnel to areas that had the 
heaviest volume of illegal immigration entries. At that time, those 
areas were El Paso, TX and San Diego, CA. The strategy was suc-
cessful in shifting large numbers of illegal aliens into other sectors, 
however. we have not received sufficient resources to deal with the 
increases of illegal entries brought on by this strategy. 

We are witnessing a dramatic increase in the number of com-
plaints received from ranchers, farmers, local law enforcement 
agencies, and providers of social services that have been impacted 
by these shifts in illegal immigration patterns. The plan has not 
been revised since it was implemented in 1994. This association 
has asked that the plan be updated on a quarterly basis. 

A strategy that works in San Diego may not be the best strategy 
for Tucson. The terrain, social, and political climates are not the 
same at each location, and. the local sector chiefs need the ability 
to manage the unique problems that they face in their individual 
·sectors. We do not feel that we have a strong interior enforcement 
program, and the illegal alien population inside the United States 
is growing at an alarming rate. 

The true jttdge of the enforcement success of this agency will be 
the report card provided by the Census Bureau in the Year 2000. 
We believe that several Congressional districts will be changed 
based on population shifts caused by large concentrations of illegal 
aliens in the interior of the United States. 

In order to be· successful, we need an organizational structure 
that will enable us to focus on our enforcement mission. As you 
move forward with your work in the area of reorganizing the INS, 
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we ask that you provide us with an organizational structure that 
will enable us- to focus on a single mission of enforcing the immi-
gration laws of the United States. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, the sector 
chiefs and the agents of the U.S. Border Patrol are proud to be 
serving their country and are proud to carry out the immigration 
laws that have been passed by Congress. I thank you, and I would 
be happy to answer any questions that you might have. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sanders follows:] 
PREPARED STATEMENT OF RON SANDERS 

INTRODUCTION 

Good Afternoon Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Senate Sub-
committee on Immigration. I appreciate the opportunity to share with you the views 
of the membership of the Chief Patrol Agent's Association on the "The Need for Ad-
ditional Border Patrol Agents at the Northern and Southern Borders". We appre-
ciate your past efforts to provide the Border Patrol with the support and resources 
necessary to strengthen the enforcement of our nation's immigration laws along the 
borders of the United States. 

NEED FOR ADDITIONAL BORDER PATROL AGENTS 

During this fiscal year it is anticipated that the Border Patrol will arrest 
1,600,000 individuals that enter the United States in violation of law. In addition 
we will seize 1,200,000 pounds of marijuana. Our arrests and seizures coupled with 
the violators that we do not catch clearly indicate we need additional resources to 
effectively enforce the immigration laws of the United States. 

On February 25, 1999, former Chief Patrol Agent and current Representative 
Silvestre Reyes testified before the Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee on 
Immigration and Claims. He stated that his staff had met with all five Texas Border 
Patrol Chiefs and they all stated that they desperately need more agents. He indi-
cated that he thought the response would be the same if every Border Patrol Chief 
were asked the same question. 

I have spoken with the twenty-one Border Patrol Chiefs and twenty of the twenty-
one believe that they desperately need more agents and associated support re-
sources. Since 1993, the San Diego Sector has received unprecedented increases in 
personnel, equipment, and advanced technology. The Chief Patrol Agent in San 
Diego feels confident that he has the personnel necessary to maintain the control 
that has been established in his sector. However, attrition is a major concern. San 
Diego leads the nation in attrition and at the current time loses one agent per day 
(i.e., over 365 agents per year). The other sectors along the southern border have 
similar problems with attrition. I have spoken to Senator Kyl about this problem 
in the Border Patrol and he is very interested in finding ways that this agency can 
maintain a highly trained, professional work force. The Border Patrol has a growing 
need for additional high caliber agents and it does not make sense to spend large 
sums of money training these agents only to lose them to other agencies and private 
industry. The Chief Patrol Agent's Association looks forward to working with Sen-
ator Kyl and other members of Congress to solve this costly problem. 

During July 1998, the Population Research Center at the University of Texas at 
Austin completed a study entitled An Estimate of the Number of Border Patrol Per-
sonnel Necessary to Control the Southwest Border. We believe that this comprehen-
sive study presents the best estimate of the staffing levels required to control and 
deter unauthorized crossings at the U.S.-Mexi.co border that we have seen to date. 
The study estimated that 16,133 Border Patrol Agents would be needed to control 
the 1,782 miles along the U.S.-Mexi.co border. In addition we believe that the north-
ern border and interior locations should be staffed with a force of 4,000 Border Pa-
trol Agents, thus the Association of Chief Patrol Agents believes that we should 
strive to have an on duty force of 20,000 Border Patrol Agents if we are to be effec-
tive in our mission of controlling the borders of the Unitecf States. 

BORDER PATROL STRATEGIC PLAN 

In 1994, the Border Patrol develo.ped a strategic plan to control illegal immigra-
tion along the southwest border. This plan called for sending most of the enhance-
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ment personnel to areas that had the heaviest volume of illegal immigration entries. 
At that time those areas were El Paso, Texas and San Diego, California. 

The strategic plan called for controlling certain geographic areas thus shifting the 
flow of illegal aliens into other areas along the southwest border in the short term. 
As the flow of illegal aliens was shifted, additional personnel were needed to appre-
hend the aliens that were us~ the newly created entry corridors. 

The strategy was successful m shifting large numbers of illegal aliens into Border 
Patrol Sectors located in El Centro, California; Yuma, Arizona; Tucson, Arizona; Del 
Rio, Texas; Laredo, Texas; and McAllen,. Texas. However, we have not received suffi-
cient resources to deal, with the increases of illegal entries brought on by the strat-
egy .. Therefore, we are witnessing a dramatic increase in the number of complaints 
received from ranchers, farmers, local law enforcement agencies, and providers of 
social services that· have been impacted by these shifts in illegal immigration pat-
terns. 

· The 1994 Border Patrol Strategic Plan has not been revised since it was imple-
mented in 1994. This Association has asked that the plan be updated on a .quarterly 
basis and that the strategy be flexible enou~h to accommodate the different political, 
social, and economic conditions that exist m the different sectors. A strategy that 
works in San Diego may not be the best strategy for Tucson. A strategy that works 
in El Paso may not be the best strategy for Del Rio. The terrain, social, and political 
climates are not the same at each location and the local sector chiefs need the abil-
ity to manage the unique problems that they face in their individual sectors. 

We believe that once illegal aliens flow through newly created corridors provided 
to them by an, as yet, incomplete execution of the national strategy, we must have 
a strong interior enforcement posture to ·deal with those that avoid arrest on the 
border. We do not feel that we have a strong interior enforcement program at the 
present time and the illegal alien population inside the United States is growing at 
an alarming rate. The true judge of the enforcement success of this agency will be 
the "report card" provided by the Census Bureau in the year 2000. We believe that 
several congressional districts will be changed based. on population shifts caused by 
large concentrations of illegal aliens in the interior of the United States. · 

ENFORCEMENT STRUCTURE 
In order to be successful-we need an organizational structure that will enable us 

to focus on our enforcement mission of securing and protecting the borders of the 
United States from illegal entries. A well-managed border will enhance our national 
security and safeguard our immigration heritage while restoring our Nation's con-
fidence in the integrity of the border. 

As you move forward with your work in the· area of reorganizing the INS, we ask 
that you provide us with an organizational structure that will enable us to focus 
on a single .mission of enforcing the immigration laws of the United States. 

CLOSING 
· Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Subcommittee, the sector chiefs and the 

· agents of the United States Border Patrol -are proud. to be serving their country and 
are proud to carry out the. immigration laws that have been passed ·by members of 
congress. 

I thank you for. allowing me the opportunity to appear before you today and I 
would be happy to answer any questions that you might have. 

Senator ABRAHAM. Thank you very much, Chief. 
Representative Griffin, welcome. 
Ms. GRIFFIN. Thank you. 
Senator ABRAHAM. We will hear from you at this time. 

STATEMENT OF MS. GRIFFIN 
Ms. GRIFFIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and distinguished mem-

bers of the subcommittee. Thank you for the opportunity to speak 
to you today about this important issue. 

I have the honor of representing District 8 which is the south-
eastern Arizona border that starts at Nogales and runs east to the 
New Mexico border. The majority of my district includes the Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service, Tucson sector. The challenges 
and difficulties of illegal immigration has never involved such tre-
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mendous fear as the situation as it exists today. I share my con-
stituents' frustrations as they continue to be overwhelmed with no 
end or solution in sight. 

The only analogy I can draw to describe the feelings is one of 
utter helplessness. You can only imagine placing a 911 emergency 
call, only to be told there is no help available. The safety of the citi-
zens of the United States, the enforcement of our laws, and the 
protection of our borders is a duty and obligation we cannot shirk. 

Officials from multiple levels of government are involved in the 
efforts to deal with this impending crisis. City, county, and State 
officials have reported tremendous strain on their law enforcement, 
medical services, and their criminal justice system. Our local law 
enforcement officials are unable to turn the tide of vandalism, 
theft, and increasing confrontations. The need for immediate inter-
vention of Federal law enforcement is emergent. 

The result of border incursions have been an increased flow of il-
legal narcotics, trespassing, destructive vandalism, home invasions 
and thievery. It is any wonder that residents, and particularly 
those who live in the remote areas, are searching for other self-help 
methods to protect their families and their property. Many area 
ranchers are third and fourth generation Arizonans and are re-
spectful stewards of the land. They well know and appreciate the 
benefits of our close relationship to Mexico and our Mexican broth-
ers and sisters. My district includes one· of the most culturally di-
verse regions in all of America, and we are proud of our heritage 
and respectful of our neighbors and responsibilities. 

I am also concerned for the safety of the illegal entrants who are 
attempting to cross the border to seek work and are simply trying 
to better their lives and are migrating to the United States with 
good intentions. If steps are not taken to stem this crisis, I am 
fearful many more will be wrongly encouraged to attempt this very 
dangerous trip in border crossing. 

Area ranchers and residents describe the siege mentality they 
are living under on a day-to-day basis. Things that we take for 
granted such as· a trip with our spouse to town must be planned 
to allow one person to remain at home to protect personal belong-
ings. Trash is strewn across fields as if a rock concert had been 
hosted the night before. Equipment, trucks, cars are stolen and de-
stroyed and fences are cut. Livestock are stolen and killed. One 
rancher lost 13 cows in 1 year. They are shot, butchered and left 
to rot. Homes are broken into. Residents are afraid to go out at 
night. One rancher tells of being beaten almost to death by illegals. 
Residents are afraid to sleep. They are prisoners in their home. 

Committee members, my constituents are pleading for help. 
What are they to do? We do not know who is coming across the bor-
der. Are they dangerous? Are they criminals? Terrorists? Are they 
simply trying to better their life styles? Are they smuggling drugs 
or people? Do they need medi~al attention? Who are they? 

Several residents have asked why their Nation seems to be will-
ing to protect others in the world before it protects its own. The 
Federal Government's actions suggest that citizens on or near the 
border are a lower priority than the international stories currently 
grabbing headlines. I believe their questions deserve answers. 
What are they to do? What are their rights? 
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This is not just a local problem, a county problem, or an Arizona 
problem. It is a national problem. A recent newspaper article re-
ported 1,000 illegal immigrants within 10 days were caught at the 
Phoenix airport with airline tickets to Chicago, Atlanta, and other 
destinations. 

Something must be done now. We must stop the illegal influx of 
individuals crossing our border. We must enforce existing laws and 
employer sanctions. We must put smugglers of drugs and people 
behind bars. We must consider and implement guest working visa 
programs, and we must increase resources on the border. 

Thank you once again for allowing me to testify, and thank you 
for your efforts to help our situation. Senator Kyl, thank you for 
bringing our-successfully communicating our needs in our area. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Griffin follows:] 
PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ms. GAIL GRIFFIN 

Senator Abraham and distinguished members of the subcommittee, thank you for 
the opportunity to speak to you today on this important issue. 

I'm Gail Griffin. I have the honor of representing District 8, which is southeastern 
Arizona, it includes the southern border from Nogales and extends east to the New 
Mexico border. A majority of my district includes the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service's Tucson Sector. 

The challenges and_difliculties of illegal immigration has never involved such tre-
mendous fear than the situation as it exists today. I share my constituents' frustra-
tions as they continue to •be overwhelmed with no end or solution in sight. The only 
analogy I can draw to describe the feelings is one of utter helplessness. You can only 
imagine placing a 911 emergency call, only to be told there is no help available. 

The safety of the citizens of the United States, the enforcement of our laws, and 
the protection of our- borders is a duty and obligation we· can not shirk . 

. Officials from multiple levels of government are ,involved .in the efforts to. deal 
.. with this impending crisis. City, county.r· and state officials have reported tremen-

.dous strain on law enforcement, medical services, and· our criminal justice system. 
Our .local law enforcement officials are unable to turn the tide of vandalism, theft, 
and increasing confrontations. 

The-need for immediate intervention of federal law enforcement is emergent. The 
result of -border incursions has been an increased flow of illegal narcotics, trespass-
ing, destructive vandalism,. home invasions, and thievery. Is it any wonder that resi-
dents, .and particularly those who live in remote ·areas, are sear.ching for other self-

,. help ,methods to protect their, families and their prol?erty? 
· Many area.ranchers,are third and fourth-generation Arizonans and are respectful 
stewards of :the land ... They well know and appreciate. the benefits of our close rela-

. tionship to our Mexican brothers · and sisters. My district includes one of the most 
culturally .diverse regions in all of America, and we are proud of our heritage and 

- respectful of our neighbors and responsibilities. 
I am also concerned for the safety of.the illegal entrants who are attempting to 

cross the border to seek work .and are simply trying to better their lives and are 
migrating to the United States with ~ood intentions. If steps are not taken to stem 
this crisis, I ·.am fearful many more will be wrongly encouraged to attempt this very 

. dangerous-trip and border crossing. 
Area .ranchers and ·:residents .describe the "siege mentality'' they are living with 

·· under.each and every day. Things that we all take for granted, such as a trip with 
our·-spouse,-to town, must be planned .. to -allow for one person to remain at home to 

~protect personal belongings. Trash is strewn across fields, as if a rock concert had 
been hosted the -night before. Equipment, trucks,. and cars are stolen or destroyed 
and fences are ·cut. Livestock is stolen· or killed. One .rancher lost 13 cows in one 
year. The_y were shot, butchered; and left to rot. Homes are broken into. Residents 
are afraid to go out at night. One rancher tells of being beaten almost to death by 

·illegals. Residents are afraid to sleep. They are prisoners in their homes. 
Committee members, my constituents are pleading for help. What are they to do? 
I am awed by reports that the Tucson Sector set a record by apprehending 60,537 

illegal immigrants in March of this year alone. Those numbers are nothing short 
· of staggering. When a mass of six hundred illegal individuals recently attempted to 
move all at once across the border near Douglas, my constituents asked how they 
might be able to protect their families and homes if they were faced with a similar 
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situation. Unfortunately with the limited law enforcement resources that currently 
exist in the area, there is little they could do. 

We don't know who is coming across the border. Are they dangerous? Are they 
criminals, terrorists? Are they simply trying to better their lifestyles. Are they 
smuggling drugs or people? Do they need medical attention? Who are they? 

Several residents have asked why their nation seems to be willing to protect oth-
ers in the world before it protects its own citizens. The federal government's actions 
suggest that citizens on or near our borders are a lower priority than the inter-
national stories currently grabbing headlines. I believe their questions deserve an-
swers. What are they to do? What are their rights? 

This is not just a local problem, a county problem, or an Arizona problem. This 
is a national problem. A recent newspaper article reported 1,000 illegal immigrants, 
within ten days, were caught at the Phoenix airport with airline tickets to Chicago, 
Atlanta, and other destinations. Something must be done, NOW! 

We must stop the illegal influx of individuals crossing our borders! 
We must enforce existing laws and employer sanctions! 
We must put smugglers of drugs and people behind bars! 
We must consider and implement guest working visa programs! 
We must increase resources on the border! 
Thank_you once again for allowing me to testify and for your efforts on our behalf. 

Senator Kyl, thank you for successfully communicating our urgent call on this issue. 
I am happy to answer any questions. Thank you. 

Senator ABRAHAM. Thank you very much. 
We are now joined by Mr. Robert Lindemann who is an agent in 

the Detroit office of the Border Patrol, and I want to welcome you 
here today and thank you for the hard work that you and your fel-
low agents do in our part of the world. We appreciate it very much 
and appreciate your time to be with us at this hearing. 

STATEMENT OF MR. LINDEMANN 
Mr. LINDEMANN. Thank you, sir. AB the Senator said, my name 

is Robert E. Lindemann, and I am steward for the National Border 
Patrol Council of the Detroit Local. I have been an agent for close 
to 15 years, and the Detroit sector Border Patrol covers over 800 
miles of border and has enforcement responsibilities for four mid-
western States. We do this or at least attempt to do it with no 
more than 19 field agents and one detention officer. 

Since 1988, we have continuously lost agents. Still, we continue 
to make more arrests. Right now, arrests are up over 40 percent 
over last year at this time and keep in mind that for most of this 
fiscal year, we have had little or no detention or operations fund-
ing. Several years ago, the INS commissioner, Doris Meissner, laid 
out of 5-year strategic plan to control our borders and increase in-
terior enforcement through resource enhancements allocated by 
Congress. 

The southwest border has received most of those resources. The 
response to the northern border was to slash operational and de-
tention funding. Months ago, she offered northern sectors just 21 
additional Border Patrol agent positions to help patrol over twice 
the amount of border than the southwest border occupies. Cur-
rently, the northern sectors have less than 289 agents assigned to 
it, compared to over 7,000 in the southwest border. 

Since the INS has stepped up enforcement to the southwest bor-
der, arrests and drug seizures on the northern borders have in-
creased. Conversely, our funding and manpower has decreased. Il-
legal alien street gangs are also a problem that has exploded in the 
last few years in the Detroit area. Lack of detention money allows 
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illegal alien gang members to roam the cities and streets un-
checked, and their numbers have increased. 

Patrol operations are sporadic and ineffective. Agents are often 
tied up doing detention work or on other details away from sector. 
This allows for only a handful of agents on duty at any given time. 
Frequently, agents have no backup and must rely on an antiquated 
radio system to call headquarters in emergent situations. This 
prospect is a gamble at most times, because our radio system cov-
ers little of our patrol area. 

When we do locate criminal or illegal aliens, they have to be re-
leased. The funding deficiencies also cause equipment that should 
have been replaced decades ago to remain in service. A recent re-
quest to replace nine older vehicles with excessive mileage was pre-
viously approved by INS headquarters. But only days after our 
union president testified before the House Immigration Claims 
Subcommittee regarding law enforcement problems in the northern 
border, funding was pulled and the request for replacement denied. 
Reason: other operational commitments. . 

The bottom line is there are not enough agents or accompanying 
resources along the northern border that will provide any deterrent 
for anyone attempting illegal entry, contraband smuggling, or any 
criminal act. The INS proposal of adding 21 agents to the northern 
sector is laughable and insulting. A Detroit sector partnership 
study conducted a few months ago concluded that there was a need 
of 104 additional agents including critical support staff. This would 
afford 24-hour protection at each of the five Detroit stations, De-
troit sector stations. · 

The U.S. Government has an obligation to provide for a safe and 
secure border. The United States, through its government, also has 
the right to determine its own immigration policy based on lawful, 
orderly, and proscribed procedures, not whenever anyone feels the 
urge to enter and for whatever reason, as is the case throughout 
our border regions. 

Part of this endeavor requires a vigilant border patrol. For the 
last several-for the past several decades, this notion has been 
flaunted by illegal immigrants, drug smugglers and other foreign 
criminal elements residing .in the United States. 

I .strongly urge the members of this committee to implore the 
INS to rethink their current strategy of border enforcement and 
immigration enforcement in general on the northern border. They 
should retain the funding that was given to them by Congress and 
carry out their mandate to make more secure our Nation's borders. 
We as citizens of this great nation deserve no less. 

Thank you, and if you have any questions, I will answer them 
as best as possible. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lindemann follows:] 
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. LINDEMANN 

Good afternoon, I am Robert E. Lindemann, Steward for the National Border Pa-
trol Council Detroit Sector Local 2499. I have been a Border Patrol Agent for close 
to 16 years now. I am also a member of the Border Patrol Tactical Unit. I want 
to thank Senator Abraham for inviting me here and for his national leadership on 
this issue. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Detroit Sector covers over 800 miles of border and has enforcement respon-
sibilities for four mid-western states. We do this, or at least attempt it with no more 
than 19 field agents and 1 detention officer. Since 1988 we have continuously lost 
agents; still we continue to make more arrests. Right now arrests are up 40 percent 
over last year at this time. Keep in mind that for most of this fiscal year, we have 
had little or no detention or operations funding. 

RESPONSE 

!Several years ago the INS commissioner, Doris Meissner, laid out a 5 year strate-
gic plan to control our borders and increase interior enforcement through resources 
enhancement allocated by congress. The southwest border has received most of 
those resources. Her response to the northern border enforcement was to slash oper-
ational and detention funding. Months ago she offered northern sectors just 21 aadi-
tional Border Patrol Agent positions to help patrol over twice the amount of border 
than the southwest border occupies. Currently, the northern sectors have less than 
289 agents assigned to it, compared to over 7,000 on the southwest border. Since 
the INS stepped u_p enforcement to our southwestern border, arrests and drug sei-
zures on the northern borders have increased. Conversely our funding and man-
power has decreased. 

IMPACT OF REDUCED FUNDING-PERSONNEL 

Recent budget cuts and reductions in manpower to the Detroit Sector over the last 
decade have negatively impacted patrol operations and trashed the morale of local 
personnel. Response times to police and citizen complaints regarding illegal aliens 
or criminal aliens have increased or gone unanswered. Aliens who were once de-
tained and deported, now have to be released. Why? Because there is no mon~y-
nor is there any nearby INS detention facility. For example, just a week ago USBP 
Grand Rapids Station had to release two Mexican nationals whom were arrested 
and convicted of drug smuggling. The reason-No Money. It was all taken away in 
late December 1998. Illegal alien street gangs are also a problem that has exploded 
in the last few years in the Detroit area. Lack of detention money allows ille~ 
alien gang members to roam city streets unchecked and their numbers have m-
creased. 

PATROL OPERATIONS 

Patrol operations are sporadic and ineffective. Agents are often tied up doing de-
tention work or on other details away from sector. This allows for only a handful 
of agents on duty at anr, given time. Often times and at night, there are only 2 
agents on duty sector wide. Frequently agents have no back up and must rely on 
an antiquated radio system to call headquarters in emergent situations-this pros-
pect is a gamble most times because our radio system covers little of our patrol 
area. Furthermore, it is physically impossible for 19 agents to patrol 804 miles of 
border and simultaneously respond to police or citizen reports of illegal aliens or 
other crimes. 

When we do locate criminal aliens as was the case only weeks ago they have to 
be released. Only days ago Patrol ~ents located two alien aggravated felons. These 
aliens were considered an extreme nsk to our communities and once arrested should 
have been detained without bond according to statute. Instead they were left free 
to roam the coun~. The reason-the local INS Deportations Branch had no money 
to detain them. This serious lapse occurred as of Friday April 23, 1999. 

OUTDATED EQUIPMENT 

Funding deficiencies also cause equipment that should have been replaced dec-
ades ago to remain in service. A recent request to replace 9 older vehicles with ex-
cessive mileage was previously approved _b__y INS Headquarters, but only days after 
our Union president testified before the House Immigration & Claims Subcommit-
tee, regarding law enforcement problems on northern border, funding was pulled 
and request for replacement denied. Reason: other operational commitments. 

Reduced funding also impacts other resources such as, communications and intru-
sion alarms. These systems are decades old and rarely work or are unreliable when 
they do. Most all Southwest Border Patrol sectors are on 3rd generation radios and 
enhanced communications systems, we rely on repeater systems put up in the mid 
1970's. Our radios ra~e from 10 to 20 years in age. 

For example our radio repeater system, if we are lucky and conditions are perfect, 
affords us radio coverage in about a quarter of our sector. Generally it is only oper-
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ational in the Detroit area. This is a serious officer safety problem for our lives de-
pend on dependable two-way communications. It has been this way for decades and 
we only now have recent indications that INS will survey the problem for later re-
pair-date unknown. 

Our sensor systems are decades old technology and unreliable at best in their cur-
rent configuration they should have been upgraded years ago. That may be a moot 
point due to manpower limitations-timely responses to intrusions are impossible 
with current staffing. 

RETENTION OF EMPLOYEES 

One of the more recent problems with attracting and retaining agents has been 
entry-level and the journeyman grade; The .entry-level grade, GS-5, which is about 
$23,000 per year for a college graduate. Most Police departments and Federal agen-
cies start prospective officers at a much higher rate. The majority of Border Patrol 
Agents. are GS--9, less than .50 percent are GS-11 grade. We have received a large 
number of college graduates in the last 5 years and many leave and go to other 
agencies that have journeymen grade levels set at GS-12 and GS-13. How can we 
colllpete with that? We can not. 

We are a·patrol agency but the work we do certainly should quaµr, us for GS-
11 grade pay. We boast the toughest academy and post academy training of all fed-
eral agencies. We are the only. federal agency that requires a second language as 

· well as law and language exams during our probationary year. Failure of these 
exams means termination. Many other agencies offer GS-12 level journeymen 
grades with no subs~uent testing after academy completion. This issue will have 
to be addressed·or attntion will continue. 

POTENTIAL THREATS FROM ABROAD 

As a matter of fact, the Canadian government has more relaxed immigration pol-
icy than the US; this affords citizens from many· countries to enter Canada with 
nothing more than a passport. A new trend currently being seen on the northern 
border is the illegal entry from Canada into the US by Mexicans. Under NAFTA, 
Mexicans.no longer are required a visa to enter Canada, simply a Mexican passport. 

Just over 2 weeks ago, two Mexican nationals were arrested by BP Agents enter-
ing the United States near Detroit from Canada. They stated that due to increased 
enforcement efforts by USBP on the Southwest border, it was much easier, less cost-
ly to enter Canada by commercial aircraft and later enter the United States across 
the Northern Border. They also stated .that the word on the street in Mexico that 
BP presence on the Northern Border was small and that nobody was being sent 
back or detained. They were right. After a .short interview and processing botli were 
released with no bond posted. No forwarding address was reoorded. They were in-
structed to show up for their immigration hearing and they laughed as they walked 
out of the station. As l?ressure increases on the Southwest border we can only expect 
a flood of illicit activities along our northern border. . 

Also the,r. would be required to sign a form stating they would abide by US laws 
while awaiting- trial. This ma_y sound like an .extreme example, but it is what's hap-
pening on a daily basis in the Detroit Sector when other aliens are-arrested. I'm 
sure it occurs in other northern border patrol sector-s as well. 

CONCLUSION 

The bottom line is there are not enough agents or accompanying resources along 
the northern border.that would provide any deterrent for anyone attempting illegal 
entry; contraband smuggling or any criminal act. The INS proposal of adm.ng 21 
agents -to northern sectors is laughable and. insulting. A Detroit Sector partnership 
study conducted a few months ·ago concluded that there was a need of 104 addi-
tional agents, not including critical support staff. This would afford 24 hour protec-
tion at each of the 5 · Detroit Sector stations. They should also be planning for and 

. building more detention facilities to relieve local law enforcement from the burden 
.of .. caring for incarcerated aliens and relieving the ~ayers from the expense of 
renting space at high--prices for .detaining these same aliens at state and local facili-
ties. 

The US Government has an obligation to provide for safe and secure borders. The 
United.States through its government also has the right to determine its own immi-

. gration policy based on lawful, .orderly and proscribed procedures, not when ever 
any one feels the urge to enter and for whatever reason as is the case throughout 
our border regions. Part of this endeavor requires a vigilant Border Patrol. For the 
past several decades this notion has been flaunted by illegal immigrants, drug 
smugglers and other foreign criminal elements residing in the US. 
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I strongly urge the members of the committee to implore the INS to rethink their 
current strategy of border enforcement and immigration enforcement in general on 
the northern border. They should retain the funding that was given to them by Con-
gress and carry out their mandate to make more secure our nations borders. We 

, as citizens of this great nation deserve no less! Thank you and if the committee has 
any questions for me I will answer them as best as possible. 

Senator ABRAHAM. Thanks very much, Mr. Lindemann. 
Well, let me just begin . 

. Mr. Sanders, Chief Sanders, you indicated that you believe that 
a force of approximately 20,000 is really the level that it will take 

· to make a significant impact on the reduction of illegal immigrants; 
is that correct? 

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, sir, that is correct. 
Senator ABRAHAM. So as I calculate it here, that means we need 

to add somewhere in the vicinity of between 11,000 to 12,000 to the 
border patrol from what we currently have at current levels. And 
I was just doing a little calculation. At the rate of 200 per year, 
it will take 55 years for us to have the number that you require. 

1 

So here is my question. What do you think we can do? And I will 
also ask Agent Lindemann the same. What can we do? What other 
ideas beyond addressing the pay issue? Do you really feel that it 
is going to be that difficult to find people to meet your needs? Be-
cause that seems to be a problem. What recommendations do you 
have to address the short fall? 

Mr. SANDERS. In October of last year, the patrol agents met with 
Commissioner Meissner in Denver at her conference there, and we 
told her we believed that we had a serious problem in recruiting. 
We could tell from the individuals that were entering on duty. Our 
classes were not full. Notification was not being received in suffi-
cient time. Some agents were only-some new hires were only get-
ting 2 days notice before they reported in. All these things pre-
sented problems. 

As time has gone on, we believe that one of the best solutions 
is to turn the recruiting over to the Border Patrol. Get it out of 
human resources. Let us do our recruiting. We have a system now 
that where the Office of Personnel Management is very much in-
volved in the recruiting. This would be similar if the Office of Per-
sonnel Management recruiting for the army, for example. As you 
know, the army has their own recruiting. They are responsible for 
their own recruiting. I think we need to do that. I think the agency 
is finally coming around and realizing that we would be the best 
recruiters and not the Human Resources Department. 

Senator ABRAHAM. So, No. 1, you think that it would be helpful 
for the Border Patrol to recruit its own, handle recruitment or over-
see it itself? , 

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, sir. 
Senator ABRAHAM. What else? 
Mr. SANDERS. The pay issue. I laughed when we talked about the 

GS--11 issue. I left the Border Patrol in 197 5 because we were 
promised a GS--11. It is kind of like your scenario of taking 55 
years. So many of us left at that time. Twenty-some years have 
passed, and we are still talking about the same thing. 

We meet on a regular basis with Mr. de la Vina and Mr. Pear-
son, and about 4 times a year with Commissioner Meissner. We re-
peatedly stated that the Border Patrol from the chief patrol agents 
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on down are the most undergraded agents in the Federal Govern-
ment. It is just that simple. 

The position descriptions have not been rewritten. We have re-
quested that they look at the chief patrol agents positions. Many 
of those, including Detroit-the chief in Detroit is a much lower 
level than his counter parts with the FBI, the Customs, and so on. 
This has been going on for 3 years, and we have seen very little 
movement in that regard. So we have offered to help rewrite those 
position descriptions, but once again, we must work through 
Human Resources, and it is very, very time consuming. 

Senator ABRAHAM. I am not going to ask you to go through every-
thing, but I would ask you, perhaps in writing, to supply us with 
a comprehensive list of recommendations that you and your col-
leagues would have as to things that would help to beef up the 
service to meet the authorizations that we have agreed to. 

Mr. Lindemann, do you want to add anything to that? 
Mr. LINDEMANN. Yes, sir. Specifically, it is the pay grade. People 

with college degrees and prior military are coming on board, hired 
at GS-5, and they have only a hope of becoming a GS-11. I think 
20 percent of the U.S. Border agents are GS-11 patrolmen. The re-
mainder are GS-9, and these guys are, you know, 2 to 3, 4 years 
in a border sweating like, you know, never before, working hard 
every day. They are looking at FBI, DEA, and ATF, and their 
agents are almost automatically given-not given. They earn it-
GS-12 and GS-13 grades for their journeyman level, and that, by 
and large, is our biggest impediment to retaining people. 

Senator ABRAHAM. And you are losing-I mean the attrition we 
heard about, which I know is accurate, you are losing them to other 
law enforcement agencies right in the Federal Government. Is this 
basically what you are saying happens? _ 

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, sir. I have lost 55 individuals since October 
1, and a majority of those have gone to other agencies, Secret Serv-
ice, ATF, FBI. They love to hire our people. They are trained in two 
languages. They have a very extensive academy, some 26 weeks of 
very intense training. So we make good recruits for them. 

Senator ABRAHAM. Mr. Lindemann, let us go over the numbers 
again for Detroit. 

Mr. LINDEMANN. Yes, sir. 
Senator ABRAHAM. Exactly how many agents sign to the Detroit 

region? · 
Mr. LI~EMANN. We have 19 field agents in the Detroit sector 

and one detention officer. · 
Senator ABRAHAM. Tell us how large that sector is again. _ 
Mr. LINDEMANN. We cover-we have interior responsibilities to 

four States and about 800 miles of border, and that is spread out-
and those 19 agents are spread out through five stations. So we are 
just unable to mount any serious enforcement effort almost at any 
given time. It is impossible with one or two agents on duty in a 
car, working the City of Detroit, for example, which I am familiar 
with. We get a call or a alarm intrusion, and traffic is so heavy by 
the time we get there, everything is over with. 

Senator ABRAHAM. It is a small city. It is only about million 
people. 

Mr. LINDEMANN. Exactly. Exactly. 
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Senator ABRAHAM. Two of you ought to be able to handle it. I can 
imagine. 

Obviously, you want more. 
You indicated some numbers that seemed to be the kind of level 

to provide the sort of support you need. Would you go over those 
again? 

Mr. LINDEMANN. Yes, sir. A joint partn,ership with the union and 
our local management with Chief McLafferty recommended or con-
cluded that we have at least 104, and that, I do not believe, in-
cludes support personnel. Again, with one detention officer, you can 
only do so much, and he has got to drive across the state constantly 
picking up prisoners, and because there is one of him, we normally 
end up doing those duties as well, taking away from the time that 
we actually spend doing enforcement activities. 

Senator ABRAHAM. So the number has-so we are 85 short based 
on what you have calculated? 

Mr. LINDEMANN. Yes, sir. 
Senator ABRAHAM. And given that very few of the new agents get 

assigned there, again, we are talking about a very significant short-
fall, essentially, for as far as the eye can see. 

You also mentioned that there are other impediments such as 
antiquated equipment, things of that sort that have made it much 
harder to perform your duties; is that right? 

Mr. LINDEMANN. Yes, sir. Our radio system, for example, works 
in probably a quarter of our ,area, and that is usually only in the 
City of Detroit. We have one repeater that services like-you know, 
like a 65-square-mile area, and sometimes you can hit it, and some-
times you cannot. It is not uncommon to be chasing somebody on 
foot, and you cannot get out on the radio. You know, you cannot 
talk to headquarters on the radio. You cannot call backup. Fortu-
nately the-City of Detroit has provided us with City of Detroit ra-
dios to provide assistance to us. 

Senator ABRAHAM. Would you say that this is-I mean, you prob-
ably know people in the other northern border sectors. Is this the 
same basic challenge they all have? 

Mr. LINDEMANN. Identical. Identical. Manpower, lack of radio 
coverage, lack of vehicles, lack of-no detention officers. In Detroit, 
we have no INS detention facility. We have to rely on local law en-
forcement to lodge our prisoners at an exorbitant rate, and so in 
turn, we arrest them. We give them a piece of paper, and they walk 
out the door because there is no money, and that happens every 
day. 

Senator ABRAHAM. I would just say for the record that we have 
requested information on detention needs as well, and I hope that 
we will get a little bit more thorough information from INS as to 
their needs. Again, I think this is an area where Congress would 
be willing, if we were given a sense of needs more specifically than 
we have so far, not only for the detention of people apprehended 
but for the detention of criminal aliens who are incarcerated to be 
detained for purposes of having deportation proceedings conducted. 

We still cannot get all the information we need there, and I know 
there are people from INS here today, and I would urge them to 
send back the message that it is all part of the same concern we 
have, and the needs that we have have not changed on that front. 
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I have gone over my time. So I will tum to Senator Kyl. 
Senator KYL. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. Your questioning 

has just brought out so many important things, the needs -both on 
the northern and southern borders, some good suggestions that I 
hope we will get; and by the way, if there is any hint of retribution 
from either of the two of you, I hope you will let the two of us 
know, because it is against the law, and we will see to it that the 
situation is resolved properly. 

I have one question, Chief Sanders, of you. Is it true that the es-
timates based on footprints, infrared technology, and other· tech-
niques suggest that approximately three illegal aliens get away for 
every one that is caught or apprehended; is that correct? 

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, sir, that is true. 
Senator KYL. So at 1.6 million apprehended in the Tucson ,sector. 

If you multiply by three, that is a 4.8 million were not appre-
hended; is that correct? 

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, sir. 
Senator KYL. That just gives you a little bit of an idea of the 

order of magnitude. This is for one sector now in 1 year. 
Gail Griffin, I wanted to perhaps add two points that are, I 

think, very important to make for the record, and Chief Sanders, 
I think will bear us out on both of these. 

One of the concerns that you raised was- the fact that there is a 
significant danger to the people attempting to cross, as well as to 
some of the America citizens. It is my understanding that during; 
the hot summer months, some of these agents, in short supply to 
begin with, are deployed to the remote, hot desert areas of our bor.1 
der-the Barry Goldwater Gunnery Range, where our pilots prac-
tice gunnery. There is nothing much there, and there is certainly 
not any water· there-for the sole purpose o[ saving lives of illegal 
immigrants who choose to avoid the urban areas and therefore 
cross the desert, and that each year there are numerous illegal 
aliens who die and many more that are saved by those agents. Is 
that your understanding? 

Ms. GRIFFIN. Yes, in fact, a couple of weeks ago the headlines in 
the paper was "Baby Born in Desert". 

Senator KYL. And Chief, I am catching you off guard here, but 
any idea of the number of people who die per year? 

Mr. SANDERS. In Arizona, the statistics that we have, it is ap-
proximately 30, and we consider ourself to be very fortunate, be-
cause nationwide during that same period of time, it was probably 
in a 3-year period, somewhere over 500. By expanding those patrols 
into that remote desert area, we have been very successful, but we 
have to take coverage from other places to save those human lives. 

Senator KYL. That is exactly the point I was going to make. In 
order to save the lives, you have to then degrade your performance 
in other areas. Also, I know in the City of Nogales where you first 
put the agents, there was a huge crime rate, and I know, Rep-
resentative Griffin, you made the point that not all, by any 
means-in fact, only a minority of the people crossing the border 
are criminal. The rest are simply seeking a better opportunity. 

But there are criminals within them, and I think, Chief Sanders, 
you would agree that there is an increasingly dangerous criminal 
element, more weapons used, more protection of the drugs that are 
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being smuggled across, but my recollection is that you told me that 
once you got a pretty good tranche of agents on the ground in 
Nogales, the crime rate plummeted. I know the people in the com-
munity stopped complaining to me about both the petty theft, the 
burglary, and the assaults that they were experiencing, the break-
ins and so on, and the situation there has calmed down signifi-
cantly, again making the point that Chief de la Vina made, which 
is that once you get the application of agents on the border, you 
can reduce crime as well as make apprehensions significantly; is . 
that correct? 

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, sir. I would like to point out that we success-
fully prosecuted 3,500 individuals in Arizona last year for commit-
ting crimes, and it is important_ to realize that the U.S. attorneys 
in the state of Arizona prosecuted 7,000. So the U.S. Border Patrol 
provided half of the criminals that they prosecuted. 

So when we talk about an enforcement strategy, we need to talk 
about prosecutors. We need to talk about U.S. Marshals, and we 
need to talk about bed space. It is a total package. What we do in 
the Border Patrol as our arrests go up, it creates problems for 
those other agencies. 

Senator KYL. Mr. Chairman, that is a very good point. I am glad 
Chief Sanders made it. The U.S. Attorney for Arizona, Jose Jesus 
Rivera, was in my office last week. He is. going to be there again 
this week talking about this exact problem. When you increase the 
number of agents, then, of course, you need to increase the number 
of prosecutors, public defenders, magistrates, judges, jail space, ve-
hicles, all up and down the line. It is not just one matter. 

And then a final point, I know that, Representative Griffin, you 
are also carrying a message from some of the residents including 
one of the mayors of one of the communities you represent, urging 
a greater use of the H-2 programs or a more liberalized H-2 pro-
·gram; is that correct? 

Ms. GRIFFIN. The guest visa work program? 
Senator KYL. Yes. 
Ms. GRIFFIN. Yes. 
Senator KYL. And I would note to the chairman, last year Con-

gress responded to a specific need for high-technology guest work-
ers, people who could program computers and the like, and we in-
creased substantially the number of people that could come into the 
country for that purpose. I think that the need for unskilled labor 
ought to also be addressed so that we could at least provide a safe 
environment for some of the people who seek to come across, and 
I hope that that issue is not forgotten in this overall discussion as 
well, Mr. Chairman. · 

And I am already late for another meeting, and I have got to run, 
but I want to personally thank Representative Griffin for being 
here and also Chief Sanders. 

And Mr. Lindemann, I am with you too. I guess when you have 
got a patient who has got a broken leg and is bleeding to death, 
you try to stanch the bleeding, but you have _got to take care of the 
broken leg too. 

Mr. LINDEMANN. Eventually. 
Senator KYL.- I mean relatively -speaking, it is as bad on the 

northern border as it is on the southern. 
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator ABRAHAM. Senator Kyl, as I said at the outset, we need 

to keep these issues on the front burner of our subcommittee, and 
clearly we intend to keep them there. I think the last comments 
that were made go, again, to some of the things I was trying the 
suggest earlier, which is we really do need to get a broader, not a 
nearer focus on impediments, because I do not want 6 months from 
now, if we started increasing the numbers, to be told, well, now the 
problem is U.S. attorneys or anything else. We want to know what 
all the challenges- are because I think there is a real desire to try 
to address them, and certainly that goes for the northern border as 
much as it is for the chief hot spots that we confront. 

I want to thank everybody on the panel and our audience for 
being with us .. We are trying to be constructive here, and I empha-: 
size that. So we want to certainly work with INS and with all the 
affected agencies to address these problems, but we are going to 
spend a lot of time in this Congress figuring out what we can do 
to try to make some progress. 

Thank you very much. The hearing is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 3:59 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 



APPENDIX 

ADDITIONAL SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, 
County of Cochise, AZ, April 26, 1999. 

Re: Undocumented Aliens on Cochise County/Republic of Mexico Border 
Senator SPENCER ABRAHAM AND COMMI'ITEE MEMBERS, 
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, 
U.S. Senate, Dirksen Senate Office Building, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR SENATOR ABRAHAM AND COMMI'ITEE MEMBERS: Cochise County is under 
siege. With approximately 80 miles of boundary with the Republic of Mexico, 
Cochise County is experiencing the impacts of thousands of undocumented aliens, 
primarily from Mexico, Central and South America, who are crossing the Mexican 
border into Arizona each month. In fact, Border Patrol statistics show that there are 
approximately 30,000 apprehensions in Cochise County each month. If this statistic 
represents only the number of persons apprehended, imagine how many persons are 
illegally crossing the border without being detected. Consider the magnitude of this 
invasion-as many people are being detained each month as live in a medium sized 
city. 

It would be one thing if these persons came in an orderly manner and proceeded 
to a destination where they can legally work. They are instead led by "mules" at 
all hours of the day and night at many points along the border. They are scared 

-and hungry and desperate. They destroy fence lines, enter onto ranches and other 
private property looking for food. They litter their paths with garbage and debris, 
which is then left for the property owner to remove. Cattle are slaughtered to pro-
vide a small amount of food for undocumented persons passing through, and the 
carcasses are left to rot. Other livestock die from eating diapers and other debris 
left by these persons. A number of them commit property crimes as they travel 
through the area. Illegal drug traffic takes place along that same border, and that 
activity poses tremendous safety risks for our residents. Cochise County is no longer 
a safe place for its residents. Families are hostages on their own property. They fear 
leaving their property unattended lest they return to find their houses broken into 
and property taken. 

The Federal Government has the responsibility to protect its citizens from inva-
sions of its borders. Its policies of tightening security along other reaches of the bor-
der have funneled this level of activity into Cochise County. Local law enforcement, 
with approximately 77 deputies to patrol 6,200 square miles of area, is ill-equipped 
to stop this invasion. They have their hands full providing the normal range of law 
enforcement activities for its citizens. Our jail houses a substantial number of un-
documented aliens who commit crimes in Cochise County, and only partial reim-
bursement is received. Our court system also bears the pressure of these inter-
national activities. In addition, there are substantial public health costs faced by 
border counties. The responsibility is the Federal Government's, and, at least in 
Cochise County, it has not been met to date. 

A disturbing trend is occurring, and you need to be aware of it. The frustration 
level of American citizens in Cochise County is increasing substantially. Citizens 
want to know what they can do to protect themselves. The potential for conflict is 
increasing dramatically, and if nothing is done soon, there is a strong likelihood of 
violence. If our Government is not going to protect the people, then vigilantism will 
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grow and people will take steps to protect themselves. Do you really want this in 
the United States of America? 

Something must be done and done immediately. Your committee must take the 
first steps to provide adequate security for this area. We strongly encourage you to 
pass legislation and appropriate adequate funds to add appropriate security along 
the Cochise County border. 

While we support this funding to provide for the short-term security of our resi-
dents, we also encourage you to look for longer-range solutions to the problems of 
immigration. Otherwise, persons from poorer nations who do not have jobs will find 
a way to get into the United States. We would ask you to also contemplate programs 
to allow for limited, lawful work status for aliens and tougher enforcement of laws 
against United States employers who hire undocumented aliens. 

Again, in closing, on behalf of the residents of Cochise County, please take imme-
diate steps to provide funding to address this crisis. 

Sincerely, 
LES THOMPSON, 

Chairman, Cochise County Board of Supervisors. 
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#MIIIM&Ws 
Border Patrol won't make goal of 
adding 1,000 agents this year 
mmmd 

By MICHELLE MITTELSTADT= Associated Press 
Writer= 

WASHINGTON (AP) • Even as immigration agents 
are confronting new pressures on the Southwest 
border, particularly in Arizona, the head of the Border 
Patrol acknowledged Tuesday that the agency will fall 
well short of its goal of adding 1,000 agents this year. 

Appearinij before the Senate Judiciary immigration 
subcommittee, Border Patrol Chief Gus de la Vina . 
said his agency will hire only 200 to 400 of the 1,000 
agents that Congress mandated this year. The bulk of 
those agents will be dispatched to the-border's current 
hot spots for illegal crossings: Arizona's Tucson sector 
and Texas' McAllen sector. · 

Blaming the Border Patrol's recruiting difficulties on a 
tight labor market, de la Vina voiced support for a 
congressional plan to increase the entry-level pay 
scale for Border Patrol agents. 

Sen. Jon Kyl, R-Ariz., said he and Sen. Kay Bailey 
Hutchison, R-Texas, this week will introduce a bill 
that would bump up the pay scale for agents by about 
$8,000 annually. 

Agents with a year's experience are paid roughly 
$33,000 in salary and earn on average 10 to 15 percent 
more in hazardous duty and overtime pay, according 
to Bord_er Patrol statistics. The Kyl measure would 
increase that base pay to $41,000. 

Kyl chided the Immigration and Naturalization 
Scrvi_ce, which is the Border Patrol's paren~ for failing 
to work with him in recent weeks on the ~y raise bill. 
''We've been trying to help and we get stiffed by the 
INS," he complained. 

Texas News 
Index 
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De la Vina said the salary hike "would help us 
tremendously'_', with recruiting and retention. The 
'Border Patrol, which has slightly more than 8,000 
agents, loses 10 percent of its workforce annually, he 
said. 

An INS task force is studying pay issues, hoping to 
present a proposal later this year that would address 
compensation across the board - from B-orcier Patrol 
agents to immigration inspectors and others within the 
29,000-person INS. 

The pay raise '· is another way to strengthen our 
frontline defense in the war on drugs,"Mrs. Hutchison 
said in a statement. 

At Tuesday's hearing, border legislators pleaded for 
more manpower to -combat illegal immigration. 

An INS enforcement stra~gy designed to push illegal 
cr~ssers a.war from population centers such as S~ 
Diego and E Paso and toward more rugged terrain has 
prompted a huge s~ge in crossings and apprehensions 
m An7.ona. 

The Border Patrol's Tucson sector, which covers most 
,of-the Arizona-Mexico border, recorded 60,000 
apprehensions last month, Kyl said, estimating that 
two or three times as many people crossed 
successfully. 

Frustrated Arizonans -living along the border have 
begun taking matters into their own hands. One 
rancher found 27 immigrants on his ranch on Easter 
Sunday, turning them over to the overburdened local 
Border Patrol office. Some arc urging the governor to 
dispatch the Arizona National Guard to the border. 

Arizona state Rep. Gail Griffin, whose district reaches 
to the border, told the subcommittee of the crisis 
situation along sections of the-border - with illegal 
crossers responsible for break-ins, vehicle thefts, 
vandalism and destruction of livestock. · 

··I share my constituents' frustrations as they continue 
to be overwhelmed with no end or solution in sight," 
she said. ··The only analogy I can draw to descrfbe the 
fee.lings is one of utter helplessness. You can only 
imagine placing a 911 emergency call, only to be told 
there is no help available." 

De la Vina defended the enforcement strategy and 
noted the huge manpower increases within the Border 
Patrol in recent years. The Tucson sector has grown 
from fewer than 300 agents in 1994 to 1;050 now . 

.. We know what we need to do in Douglas, Arizona. 
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We're getting there as fast as-we can," he said, 
referring, to Arizona's current hot spot. 
"Unfortunately, it docs take some time." 
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The United States should not be responsible for 
folks_ crossing the U.S.-Mexico border illegally 

To the Editor. 
I have lived and worked on the Mex-

ican Border for more than 53 years. 
Having spent 27 years BIi a U.S. Border 
Patrol Agent, I can tell you that I have 
tracked and arrested several illegal 
aliens after they have burglarized rural 

After questioning the suspect& 
and interviewing homeownera, I have 
determined that a common ruse used 
by illegal aliens is to knock on the door, 
and if anyone 11I1SWers, ask for food and 
water. If nobody answers, break in. 
That's not to say that every alien who 
knocks on your door is a potential bur-

~~!, "i::~ :ir~ ~:. 
You can't tell a criminal by hi11 appear-
ance. 

America is a nation of immigrants. 
Our ancestors were legal immigrants. 
What most people don't realize is that 
our immigration. were not enacted 
to keep people out, but to protect die 
public &om criminals, disease, the in-
sane and those who are likelY to become 
public charges. Anyone who is willing to 
illegally enter our country ia a criminal, 
although he or she may not have crimi-
nal Intent. Our lawa are the most liber-
al on the planet snd any bonaftde im- · 

can come here legally. to 
Jlpening another "work permit" pro-
iJ'lllll such as the old "Bracero• pro-
eram. I would like to point out that the 

Mark Levy-Herald/Review 
These lllllgal Immigrants were captured last weekend along Highway 92 near Sierra 
Vista. In March, 60,537 Rlegal Immigrants were captured In the Tucson sector tJy the 
Border Patrol. 

Reader's letter on immigration . 
policies, ~-aplS praise from anoth¢r 

To the Editor: 
l would b"ke to comment on the letter written by Denise Prut.1man on the Unit-

ed States immigration policies, attitudee needing to be changed. 
In her letter, she wu able to convey all my viewa r.ompletely. We need more 

people who will tty to underatand the plight of theae people. Only for where we 
were born are we not following the same path. 

Thank you Denise. 

Bracero l'J"Ogram.-of·the '80s, is what; Jn ti" • f ch all db 
started this nation on the roa11 to m1111- ves gation O ran ers-c e ogus 
aive, uncontrolled iB.epl Immigration. 

Ma. Prutsman alludea that viii• 
!antes met at the Frontier Clubhouse 
but admits that she didn't attend. Had 
llhe attended, she would have known 
betwr. By the way, I attended and the 

on1lt=! ~=u=~~n-
aiders itself n£ponsible for the poverty 
of the world. I diaagree. I think the 
United Statee ia reaponsible only for ita 
awn people and that foreign govern-
ments are reapomible Cor their own. 

Moet Americans believe that illegal 
aliens are coming here becau1e they are 
starring. Some are very hungry, under-
nourished, underemployed or not em-
ployed at all, and I sympathize. But 
why am I -reapon.aible as a U.S. tazpay-
er? The fact is that most left; some IIUP-
port and some sort of in 
their home counby to come to the Unit-
ed States to take adTantage economi-
cally. America hu always been a refuge 
to those 0eeing oppression and death 

To the Editor: 
Talk about hypocriay. It is incomprehensible to me that the U.S. Attome)' is 

comlucting an inveatiption a,ainst the Douglas ranchers who held 
the 27 illegal immlanmts for the Border beauue they were armed. 

Radical.a in ·Pboeniz call them They are c:itizem protecting their 

pro.g:t~er problem ill the fault of the Juatice Department. For th,m to invea-
tigate othe?B for doing their job ia-inaane. 

Maybe it'I Janet Reno who should be impeached. 

and will continue to do so. I have no 

=:!erore"l: =k8 S:::1: :c~:n:~· :i:-:1~n: :!i 
property damaged, tu money spent OD 
,upporting them and our quality or liv• 
ingffliuced. 

Let'a put responaibility where it be-
lonp and that la on the foreign go915m-
mente who ne,lec:t their citizen& 

0 

Bob Newman 
Slerra Vista 

I not imtlllgrlltion, but 
Is supposedly a nation oflawa. I be-

lieve that immigration ehould be order-
ly, lawful and controlled. The nation 
that doesn't exercise sovereignty over 
Its bordera ceases being • nation and 
beco111e1, Instead, a political eJm1nslon 
of its 

David J. Stoddard 
Hereford 
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